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a new subject demands a newform
new form
newfors
bazini
andre bazin

1I

PROLOGUE

what
LDS faith

is the

relationship between visual art forms and religious expression in the

more particularly what is the relationship between the motion picture medium

and the representation of mormon theology

Is it possible to consider the motion picture as

a religious art form and if so how can its mechanistic approach to visual expression

possibly represent transcendent dimensions of religious belief and expression

these are

complicated issues broad and perhaps too ephemeral but 1I will attempt here to raise some
preliminary issues about the viability of using the cinematic art form for expressing
religious faith
in presenting this study of LDS

latter day saint
the church of jesus christ of latterday

filmmaking as it relates to the idea of a transcendental film style it is my intention to be
more probing than conclusive

2

there are many unanswered questions as to the

relationship of artistic expression and religious belief with mormonism

3

it is puzzling that

landre
andre bazin the evolution of the language of cinema film theory and
criticism eds mast cohen and braudy new york oxford UP 160
ar in this sense refers to that beyond the physical emotional world
2transcendental
transcendental
transcendentar
Transcendent
perceived in nature to the holy in contrast to the human which may also be present within
the physical world
pi ritual
3primary
primary here is the definition between what is considered transcendent or sspiritual
and what is realistic for example in mormon theology what distinguishes the immanent
from the transcendent the doctrine and covenants tell us that all things are spiritual to

art the historical handmaiden to religion
the LDS faith

55
.5

4

has not found a more comfortable place within

and if the traditional arts have not stimulated serious discussion about the

role of artistic expression in general little or nothing has been written about LDS

theologys relationship to the moving image in fact it has only been recently that the
moving image has even been included as an art form in church literature

6

considering all that has been said by LDS authorities concerning the potential
uplifting andor corrupting power of artistic efforts eespecially
specially the contemporary motion

medla it would seem that a clear understanding of an LDS cinematic
picture and television media
mediait
aesthetic and its viability for revealing the restored gospel to the world at large would be

of supreme importance

7

god see doctrine & covenants

19 and that it is emanations from the holy that sustain life
& covenants 88 and if you consider that mormon theology

on earth see doctrine
essentially argues that earth is a copy of a higher transcendent form of reality see doctrine
covenants 59 then earth is a re
heaven and to take a moving
& covenants59
representation
presentationa
presentation a copy of heavenand
picture of earth is to take a copy of a copy or to spin the argument another direction if
photographic film uses light to make and activate the impression of an image then film is
capturing and freezing elements of the transcendent every time its shutter opens and closes
asee
4see
ee thomas R martlands excellent study religion as art an interpretation
which traces the historical relationship between religious belief and artistic expression
statements
5statements by john taylor and other prophets propagate the idea that you will see
the day that zion will be far ahead of the outside world in everything pertaining to learning
matters9 see john taylor as reprinted
of every kind as we are today in regard to religious matters
messenger
er july 1953 but at the same time elder boyd K packers the arts
in the messen
and the spirit of the lord in BYU studies reveals a tension between artistic expression
and the purposes of the institutional church artists are expected to circumscribe their
creative interests within the purposes of priesthood authority while the artists often find
this too restrictive this has had the tendency to alienate or at least create a sense of distrust
between artists and the church
geider
gelder M russell ballards july 1996 ensign article filling the world with
goodness and truth does address for the first time the potential of the merging film
television and digital worlds and the need for artists in all disciplines to step forward and
ye
omans
article
shall see the
G
BYU
studies
recent
a
make difference but richard
artty
opena
open
in
day
art discusses
and
saint
angelic
the
open9
the
of
divine
portrayal
latterday
latter
heavens
the various representations of divinity in mormon art and never even mentions divine
99
mormon motion pictures such as the first vision there appears to be
portrayals in inmormon
confusion over whether the moving image is anything than entertainment
71tt is easy to find far more disparaging references by LDS general authorities to
ones and perhaps for good
the wiles of the motion picture and television than positive onesand
reason what is usually not addressed is the question of what the LDS church is doing to
improve the situation rather than preaching avoidance of any association
66

9

2

the LDS church has had a checkered relationship with moving

images on the one

hand it has used media in a limited way for promotional and instructional purposes it has

championed the media as a means of communicating its message to the world but it has
also been highly critical of the film and television industries as major purveyors of smut
and violence it has been very active in acquiring radio and television stations and

increasingly using the telephonefiber
telephone fiber optic wire but has been highly critical of the

medias content perhaps this is because of medias enormous social power and the
prurience of its product obviously there are issues within the LDS church about artistic

temperarnentand
temperament and institutional lines of authority

but can the church ignore the media there can be no question that the institutional
inedia
medla
church must consider artistic effortsand
efforts and in particular the film and television media
nedla as

valuable tools for church educational and proselytizing efforts
looked deep and hard enough at its potential

the question is

have we

what are the cinematic art forms advantages

and limitations as means of religious expression

does the moving image have the ability

to represent and shape a spiritual or transcendental reality

what kind of symbiotic

relationship between cinema and religious expression can mormonism foster can film
reveal transcendent truths or are the two antithetical
traditional religious expression

what is films relationship

to

does it replace religious feeling or function as a means to

lead someone to the place where transcendental experience can begin

it would appear at first glance that although mormon authorities artists and lay
members talk much about the film and television industries there is no clear perspective
about why the moving image has such social and cultural power and how it can so easily
1

shape secular as well as spiritual attitudes ideas and values

all agree on the fact that it is

socially and politically powerful but what can be done to eliminate or take advantage of its
virtues while eliminating its vices

one thing is clear institutional mormonism sees the

3

media as powerful communication devices but has not explicitly dealt with their deeper
representational potentials

art properly manifests its goodness and its truth

not as moral judgment or wisdom
but through the perfection of its forms whether they are the line shapes and
or image and sound 8
colors
harmony melody and rhythm

without a deeper understanding of representational traits the church will continue to be
victimized by misunderstandings and misapprehensions about how mormons ought to
make use of these tools

the moving

image functions very differently from other traditional art forms it is

highly visual and sensuous it has the ability to get beneath the skin of reality to reshape
how spectators see the world and its relationship to the spiritual it has the ability to shape
both profane and sacred realities if society does not see the world the same way it did fifty

years ago it is partly because the moving image has had a significant role in shaping how
11

11reality
reality

is seen now and how it will be perceived in the future

one hope of this thesis is laying groundwork for development of criteria from
medium not
just as a
notjust
which LDS filmmakers may look more seriously at the mediumnot
communication device but as a serious religious art form that can represent spiritual values
and hopefully reveal transcendent realities filmmaking is challenging and tenuous but as
no other art form before it film has the power to shape both the revealed and the

unrevealed the immanent and the ineffable As the LDS church attempts to share its

particular spiritual reality the cinematic medium should be at its side

the churchs

relationship with the cinematic form ought to be more aggressive and less suspicious

this discussion may at times seem critical of LDS filmmaking efforts

but this is

not my intention my purpose is to raise questions suggest parameters and propose

jacques maritain cited in austins art contemplation or commodity new
oxford review january february 1992 16 maritain further points out that in art we
seek a rationality that can open our eyes liberate our senses and free us from prevailing
prejudices

15

4

options for further discussion in what follows

1I

will explore LDS filmmaking in

relationship to classic hollywood models to film language and to what has been
described as the transcendental film style

15

in this study 1I will argue that to date most LDS filmmaking has been too imitative of

the hollywood classic film and by implication the hollywood religious epic but

1I

will

also argue that LDS filmmakers need to look beyond hollywood and perhaps even beyond

the few transcendental film directors

one cannot put new wine into old bottles or

embody new theology in old conventions

art works at deeper structural levels

it is

films underlying form that reveals its power mormon filmmakers must be more
aggressive in exploring which cinematic structures and styles can best communicate our
specific theology themes and ideas 1I will attempt to identify some elements of what
might be considered a LDS cinematic aesthetic and how those elements might lead to forms
more compatible with mormon theology
I1

will examine what 1I see as rather passive and imitative efforts by LDS filmmakers

to harness the moving picture medium for higher purposes by a close reading of a single

film

1I

LD films and filmmakers are not consciously aware of the underlying
contend that LDS

structures of cinematic form seeing it only as a mechanistic device rather than a powerful
apparatus for visually capturing and revealing reality in a way that can disclose the spiritual
As filmmakers both within and without the

churchs official filmmaking structure we can

do better at understanding the medias underlying powers

we have a responsibility

as

filmmakers and scholars to challenge not only the worlds perspectives but our own
naivete

if we claim there is no compatibility we have not looked hard and long enough A
few facts are clear

the cinematic form is historically still in its infancy the digital

revolution will soon provide visual imaging tools within computers for distribution on the
internet

this will empower anyone to create almost any reality the technical tools once
5

reserved for highly financed producers will soon be in the hands of the average artist
internet will also provide an enormous and easily available distribution vehicle

the

the

mormon
cinematic form was born in the same century as the mori
non restoration it is a medium
morl
that can not be ignored it must be taken advantage of

the church and every one of its

members must become more aggressive in re
representing collectively and individually the
presenting
new theology
it

if andre bazin is correct that a new subject

it

and in this case a new theology

forin
form
deserves a new form then latterday
in as well
latter day saint theology deserves a new film for

the moving image is far more than a tool for information sharing

it is more than a means

of religious instruction it is the art form that may best represent spiritual realities there
may in fact be no single definitive answer about what may or may not be considered an
it

LDS transcendental cinematic art only a few guiding principles to consider and pitfalls to

avoid but it is clear that religion and the movies are two great illusionary forces that
need to find a compatible and nurturing relationship

this thesis

then is an effort to begin

filmmakers as well as other artists and believers that will
a conversation among LDS filmmakers
broaden and deepen our awareness about the film mediums potential and dangers

6

to see the work as it is one must be able to shift ones attitudes

in

passing from part to part from one aspect to another and to
enrich the whole progressively in successive perceptions

meyer schapiro9
Schapiro9

CHAPTER 1I

introduction

film historians are in agreement that the history of the motion picture from
1895 to the present includes four key dimensions including film as art as business as

technology and sociocultural
socio cultural document

this study rests on an assumption

that film is an

art form with powerful tools for representing and shaping reality both physical and

metaphysical realities it suggests that film can not only represent reality that is capture
and represent
re
present what reality was like in a certain time and place but it can also reveal the

transcendent within reality or capture and manipulate images in constructing new perhaps
even transcendent realities

the goal of this study is to clarify the relationship

between film and spirituality

especially the idea of cinematic transcendence in particular the goal is to develop a model
fib
films
flims
ns
which may be useful for assessing and producing mormon gih

irrespective of whether

they are institutionally sponsored by the church or conceived and produced by individuals

digital technologies have made it possible for almost anyone to produce and distribute their
own movies As the letter and book were once the means of communicating now the film

can be an expression of faith and spiritual conviction

9cited by willibald sauerlander

review february

the great outsider new york times book

2 1995 28

7

this project is an effort to establish a paradigm for reading
transcendence in film art and film propaganda
and spiritual planes within fili
film
filin
flimn

there

10

and tracing elements of

it addresses the intersection of aesthetic

is a long and complex tradition of art and worship

which has been studied at length by art and religious historians

this has been a

springboard for a few studies in the cinematic area
in this study 1I narrow the focus to a single film and compare it to other films that

have been identified as having certain transcendent characteristics
selected is le
legacy

12

11

the film I have
1

it will be a microcosm of larger issues of cinematic representation

day
and spirituality in particular how the theology of the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday

mormon
non makes itself manifest in cinematic representations
mori
saints morl

the goal is to clarify

the relationship between film and spirituality especially transcendence as reflected

stylistically in film

this is not a study to identify thematic ideas or allusions in film but

rather stylistic elements and how stylistic choices represent a religious world view

the context in which this study occurs is academic

igual
but it is also spiritual
spff
saff itual in the

sense that my graduate work at BYU has integrated spiritual and intellectual study and it is
cilmi
filmi naker and teacher
also creative and technical in the sense that 1I have worked as a filmmaker

into
to the
myself and am thus aware of the difficulties in translating the theological abstract in

actual concrete reality of a finished film

the methodology of this study interweaves strands from classical film theory
andre bazin and erwin panofsky film semiotics the idea of a global film language

1opropaganda
propaganda as used

here has no negative connotation the subject of this study
herebas
terebas

the film legacy is an institutional film and by definition implies that it was created for
overt propagandistic intentions and purposes
hasovert
specific institutional purposes and thus has
non member audiences
it was produced for both member and nonmember
11
lithe
tithe
the depth of the textual analysis and complexity of the paradigm and its
background mandates a single film as case study
12leg
latter day saints
legacy dir kieth merrill the church of jesus christ of latterday
1993 70mm 53 min
8

established by classical hollywood cinema cinematic neo
nalism concern with both
fon malism
neoformalism
formalism
an individual fill
fili
filmn text and the social worlds where it is created and viewed
flim
filin

philosophy particularly phenomenology

and

only a single booklength
book length study in the many

pages of film theory and history published during the last four decades overtly takes

transcendence and film as its subject

that work paul schraders the transcendental

proven13
provel
style
syle in film ozu bresson dreyer
schraderss analysis
Proven
dreven is central to this analysis Schrader
drever
13

9

employs some elements of semiotics and structuralism as he identifies crosscultural
cross cultural
sorne relationship with auteurism as he examines the work of three
elements of form some
sorne concern with films capacity for representation as he explores the
directors and some

relationship between the physical world of filmic representation and the metaphysical

worlds of buddhism catholicism and lutheranism

realizing that the work of a thesis requires a narrow focus several delimitations
may be made explicitly first the parameters of this study are narrowly focused on

transcendence and film they do not encompass popular film nor the general body of art
fili
flim
filin
filmn

the religious epics of the silent film in italy and the united states and classic

hollywood religious films like ben
hun
benhun
hur the ten commandments and the robe are not
benhur
included

although passing references will be made to them

second the purpose of the project is to enter into a discussion of art and religion
that cannot possibly be comprehensively covered neither art nor religion

in particular

mormon
morl non theology and practice can be accommodated fully within a work of this length
mori
issues about representation and reality in film theory itself are complex

the intent is to

schrader the transcendental style
drever new
sinie in film ozu bresson dreyer
york de capo press 1972 schrader uses transcendental in a particular sense it
describes a style which has been used by various artists in diverse cultures to express the
holy 1 this has no direct connection to the american transcendentalists such as ralph
waldo emerson or henry david thoreau
13paul
paul

9

touch on key issues with the hope that the ideas may be a springboard for further progress
in art film and life

the study is organized with this chapter as an introduction to the essential issues
II provides an argument for film as an art form and its cultural
and my approach chapter 11

III
relationship to spirituality and spiritual themes chapter 111
ill deals with the essentials

strengths and weaknesses of paul schraders transcendental style

chapter IV examines

the characteristics of the transcendental style present in the mormon produced film

legacy chapter V summarizes my conclusions and identifies topics for further research

10

man cannot get over regretting that he has not been given the infinite
the finete
offabricating with thefinite
and he has more than one way of
afabricating
fabricating
finite an
equivalent of the infinitefor
himself which is perhaps the
infinite for himselfwhich
definition of art
weil14
Weil
simone
simoneweil
weli
well

II FILM ART AND RELIGION
CHAPTER 11

why has the cinematic image assumed an unprecedented position as the art form of
the twentieth century

many question whether film is in fact an art form or simply a

technical device like the printing press that has extended communication but has little
serious artistic purpose could it possibly be something more a magical apparatus for

reshaping perspective and undermining or enlivening values

what is clear is that it has

shape reality and possibly reveal elements of the
inordinate power to represent and re
reshape

transcendent what are the reasons for its prominence
15
bettelheim15
bettelheim15contends
child
psychologist
philosopher and
bruno Bettelheim contends that the film

medium has not only usurped power from the other art forms it has consumed them
16
mediurnl6haos
medium16

10

in

a discussion of myth and motion pictures he observed that

writings
weli
well formative wri
mcfarland and vanness eds and trans simone weil
1941 london routledge and kegan paul 1987 285
1929
19291941
15bruno
hei
hel m the art of moving pictures man superman and myth
bettelheim
bruno Bettel
bettelhei
harperss october 1981 20
16
16the
the terms cinema film and moving image are for the most part used
generated
filmgenerated
interchangeably throughout this thesis 1I make no distinction between film
images versus video images or film versus electronic forms of distribution although some
activated medium is more organic and thus
lightactivated
film enthusiasts might contend that films light
14 14mcfarland

her

more natural to the eye than an electronically generated form
1I
1I11

the art

of the moving image is the only art truly of our time whether it is in the
form of the film or television
it is our universal art which comprises all
others literature and acting stage design and music dance and the beauty of
nature and most of all the use of light and color 80

of course not all would agree with this position

but even the most hostile critic would be

hard pressed to challenge film and televisions unprecedented positions as influential

media virtually all art forms have been influenced by or are a response to the cinematic
influence

17

today and in the future no one will be able to see the world independently

of the images and stories that cinematic expression has given to artistic creation

central to this issue is the fact that the cinematic medium has a different genealogy
from other art forms

art historian and early film theoretician erwin panofsky

and medium in the motion pictures

18

in style

points out that it was not an artistic urge that gave

dise
nise
rise to the discovery and gradual perfection

of a new film technique it was a technical

invention that gave rise to the discovery and gradual perfection of a new art
gives two reasons for its differing genealogy

93

he

the first is that

the primordial basis of the enjoyment of moving picture was not an objective
interest in a specific subject matter much less an aesthetic interest in the formal
presentation of subjects but the sheer delight in the fact that things seemed to move
93

it is the moving images power in replicating life itself that secured its prominent artistic

represented as a higher reality that captured the
position it is the delight in seeing reality re
presented
imagination stretching time and penetrating space in ways that made reality more than
fl

flentirely alive
real As panofsky points out the moving picture is the only art entirely

it is the

no one can argue from what nmight
17no
dght
daht have been it is impossible to see the
three dimensional
world the way it was seen before the moving image first flickered into threedimensional
reality medias influence may contain questionable elements its technological means of
skiff and what of its
skill
capturing and then projecting the image required little or no artistic skinn
gross commerciality
18erwin
erwin panofsky style and medium in the motion pictures in three essays on
style cambridge MIT press 1995
12

dynamization of space and the spatialization of time

96 that lies at the heart of its power

although the spectator occupies a fixed seat she is aesthetically in motion

the spectators

eye identifies with the camera not only bodies move but space
itself does approaching receding turning dissolving and recrystallizing as it
appears through the controlled locomotion and focusing of the camera and through
the cutting and editing of the various shots 96
98
9698

at the heart of this difference between the moving image and other art forms is the fact that
film does not begin with shapeless or abstract matter it is not a neutral medium it takes an
existing image of the world with inherent shape and forms and then manipulates it

exponentially enhancing and reshaping it by means of composition color lighting and
the rhythm and pacing of its editing it may become fantastic or pretervoluntarily
preter voluntarily sic

symbolic not so much by an interpretation in the artists mind as by the actual manipulation

panofsky 120 122

of physical objects and recording machinery

pushes it into another level of meaning or as panofsky puts it
is physical reality

122

it takes reality and

the medium of the movies

thus we have the first art form that uses the physicality

materiality of reality to make and reshape reality itself

art forms for centuries attempted

to imitate reality film made this immediately possible and more so argues panofsky

because it gave an image that was deeper than reality

something beneath and beyond the surface of reality

it can with very little effort reveal

19

this is where the cinematic form raised the stakes all the other art forms can to
one degree or another contract or expand time or re contextualize space what they cannot
do is accomplish it within reality itself within the materiality of existing space and time

they are imitations but the moving image is something more it is the only true imitation

there is a tremendous up side to the mediums powers of representation there
is a down side as well max frankel captures this when he says the camera corrupts not
undi they are
million fold until
because it lies but because it magnifies images and issues a millionfold
in world and image art of focus new
ly and often willfully distorted
hopelessly
hopeless
26.
york times magazine november 5 1995
26
199526.
199526
191f
l9if
laif

13

and perhaps an entry point into something deeper than the immanent into something

transcendent As panofsky said it makes reality more than real

panofsky offers a second reason for cinematic forms unique potential he
it

contends that the motion picture is the product of genuine folk art available to all people
irrespective of background and education it is accessible to almost everyone other art

forms are idealistic and
operate from top to bottom so to speak and not from bottom to top they start with
an idea to be projected into shapeless matter and not with the objects that constitute
the physical world it is the movies that do justice to the materialistic
interpretation of the universe 120

the moving image is the first art form for the common man all members of society can
participate immediately at whatever level of inherent visual sophistication they bring to the

experience rich or poor educated or uneducated everyone finds it accessible on a basic
level

on the one hand it requires very little formal education to be understood at a

telling level
simplistic story
storytelling

20

it is an art form that did not grow out of political and

religious purposes but rather the political social and religious become grist for the motion
picture machine for the first time we have an art form that speaks at a surface level
immediately and collectively to all whatever their social cultural or religious perspectives

panofskvs justification of film as the preeminent art form were not challenging
if panofskys
the
himthe
enough to its critics
hirthe
critics bettelheim takes the argument one step further for him
storytelling power of film has all but replaced religion as a place of ritual and worship he
argues that the cinematic experience provides opportunity not only to represent and shape

yet at a deeper sen
20yet
botic levels the visual image is layered with other social
semiotic
political and religious meanings so while on the one hand everyone can understand the
story line they are also being offered a world view perspective thus a way of seeing the
44
third world countries have
written into the films form this is the criticism that thirdworld
world is 44written
against hollywood movies which on a commercial level present such opulence that it
creates social and political pressures the same holds true with religious films on the
surface they tell a simple story yet beneath can project theological doctrines that shape
conceptual frameworks
14

new realities but also to create a communal place for worship it provides the storytelling

means for creating consensual myths fo
forr what has become an alienated world

everyone can understand it film as everyone once understood religious art in
church and as people used to go to church on sundays and still do so the
majority today go to the movies on weekends but while in the past most went to
church only on some days now everybody watches moving images every day
XO
80

bettelheim contends that as traditional cultural and religious systems have broken down
the moving image has increasingly provided the visions that bind us together in common

experiences that make life worth living

8sl1

historically art was the handmaiden of

religion it provided a visual and aural glimpse of the heavenly for the soul on its path back
to

god for bettelheim the motion picture

is doing a better job at providing those myths

but the cinematic art form has gone beyond this more than a handmaiden it has quickly
become not a means to a spiritual end but an end in itself if one extends the metaphor it
has vied for the role of the bridegroom

no one would seriously question the persuasiveness of the cinematic image nor its
influence on contemporary cultures and lifestyles no one could deny that its storytelling
powers have done much to displace religion as the focal point of much individual life

experience but bettelheims easy dismissal of contemporary religious experience is one of
the issues at stake in this thesis

the response should not be to challenge bettelheims

perspective but to ask what mormonism is doing to take advantage of cinematic powers

if used properly the cinematic forms can present more easily and to a broader
audience the stories that shape cultural norms and attitudes

they may be able to present

theological truths better than all other art forms but has mormonism acquired or
developed specific cinematic structures modes or stylistic elements that can make the
medium our own that can reflect our unique perspective on both earthly and transcendent
ideas

15

I1

will argue that the cinematic must be returned to its role as handmaiden to religion

and that mormon cinematic artists need to be far more aggressive at understanding the

mediums aesthetic and phenomenological framework with this comes challenges film
was conceived with a coupling of technological invention and commerce and essentially
dimensional
be
dimension
began
di
nai
dimensio
threedimensional
mensio nal
9 an its public life in peep shows its genealogy may be tainted its three
1

moving image can create the most graven of images diverting us from the true worship of
the bridegroom but if the LDS faiths purpose is to communicate persuade and convert
the world to revealed truths and transcendental realities then the moving image must not be

ignored

my methodology in this study is a balance between neo formalist21
formalist2l close textual
readings and a hermeneutical phenomenological approach

22

there have been essentially

two broad approaches to film criticism over the last three decades

concerned with close textual readings

formalism etc

1

approaches

egnew criticism structuralism and neo

and 2 more historically based approaches which step back from the text

for broader contextual and historical readings

23

david bordwell and kristin thompson are considered the premiere film neo
Intro
formalisms
introduction
introduc
duc
lays out this approach in a clear
formalists
forma lists their book film art an introduce
21

forthright way
22for
for a broad overview of this approach see samuel B twiss and walter H
consers
C
onsers
onders experience of the sacred especially the introductory section on the existential
hermeneutical phenomenology of religion the hermeneutic draws on a long tradition of
biblical study and interpretation the phenomenological focuses on the process which
occurs when phenomenon are experienced by the interpreter in film dudley andrews has
described phenomenology as the neglected tradition A good overview of the need for
this dualistic approach is andrews concepts in film T
theory new york oxford UP
1984 especially his chapters on nann
atlon and figuration
narration
naff
23aithough
although there is a potential for relevant discussion of this topic through the
frameworks constructed within contemporary film theory by merging of
marxistfeministpsychoanalytic approaches 1I have elected others since the focus on a
symbolic stages of these other
imaginarysymbolic
dominant ideology andor gender andor the imaginary
theories is grounded in materialism economics politics and psychoanalysis 1I have opted
for a theory 1I feel is more compatible to metaphysical themes
16

most contemporary film theory is obsessed with fixed constructed systems of

the semiotic obsession with the structure of language has been at the expense

discourse

of metaphorical allusion the figural and meanings that imply an interest in realities
outside of the text or film and the system there is little interest in readings that allow for
more openness in historical reception or even treating the film as a phenomenon that must
be approached with no preconceptions

the challenge is to look closely at the elements

without imposing your meaning film documentarian
document arian robert flaherty wrote

if you preconceive you are lost off to a false start before you begin what you
have to do is to let go let go of every thought of your own wipe your mind clean
fresh innocent newborn sensitive as unexposed film to take up the impressions
around you and let what will come in this is the pregnant void the fertile slate of
no mind this is non preconception the beginning of discovery 24

to accept even the concept of a transcendental reality

one has to assume that some

meaning lies beyond the boundaries of the films sequenced elements and be willing to
surrender to the experience of the light flickering on the screen if these conditions are not
met the analysis treats the film only as an object and never allows the spectator access to
more metaphoric and figural qualities

to attempt an analysis of religious filmmaking

requires that 1I accept the possibility of metaphysical allusions and be willing to put myself
in a position to have my personal impulses challenged therefore 1I will rove back and

forth between the micro and the macro levels from a close examination of visual elements

sequencing and pacing of a shot or scenes to the broader cultural and religious
backdrop

25

this mixture of approaches is crucial to see a films stylistic elements

up close

Flaher
H flaherty the odyssey of a film maker robert flahertys
fiaher tvs story
new york arno press 1972 20
25with
with the same caution that one needs to approach the transcendent one needs to
approach the visual text CS lewis provides an analogy for this approach in his essay
meditations in the tool shed standing in the darkness of the tool shed lewis saw a
shaft of light he had the choice of either looking objectively
0iectively at the shaft of light as a
physical phenomenon or stepping into the light in order to participate with it and seek out
its origin beyond the shed he had to do both this illustrates the challenge of any critical
study one must be able to look at the details of a film objectively to see the stylistic
elements at work and also immerse oneself phenomenologically within it
24 24francis
francis

17

without assuming a structuralist interest in fixed meanings before stepping back to flesh
out the hints of the text as it confronts us in our era and in our place

andrews 95 while

getting beyond my own prejudices
in this study 1I focus my attention on how specific cinematic structures and stylistic

elements are used to shape the visible into a way of seeing the invisible

this raises

questions challenges perspectives and hopefully expands the discussion about how LDS
filmmakers can make use of the medium more
specifically 1I will ask
morespecifically
1

what is implied by the idea of transcendent reality

Is it possible to conceive of a

transcendental film style
2

what are the stylistic preferences of the classic hollywood narrative model
particularly as manifested in the religious epic and how do they compare with art
or foreign films which have sought a deeper religious aesthetic

3

how do the cinematic forms and techniques used by LDS filmmakers match up
with hollywood and transcendental film styles

and perhaps the most critical question
4

Is it possible to identify specific structures traits and characteristics that would be
compatible with an LDS filmmaking aesthetic
1I

begin this analysis by introducing and comparing what paul schrader has

identified as the transcendental film style with the classic hollywood narrative film it is

schraders contention that there are only a handful of filmmakers in films one hundred
year history who have used the cinematic medium to represent religious themes in a
ese artists are not found in hollywood according to schrader we
transcendent way th
these

filmmakers
makers
have to look to catholic film

banuel or federico fellini buddhist directors
luis bunuel

nar bergman or carl theodor dreyer
ingmar
kurosawa or mizoguchi or lutheran directors ingi

filmmaking
making schrader rejects outright the hollywood
filemaking
to see the highest forms of religious film

demillian
dekillian
style of religious epic although most mormons have been raised on De
Millian types of
religious epic with spectacular emotional efforts to set the spiritual in film schrader argues

IX
18

these works use spiritual drama as an escapist metaphor for the human drama style 63-

64

since space does not permit close reading of more than one LDS film ley
acy
legacy
lee
creen format by the LDS church in 1994 will be used primarily as a
released in a larges
largescreen
largesscreen

paradigm
paradi gln
gin by which other works may be studied by clarifying and then comparing the
forms and stylistic elements of the transcendental style with a contemporary LDS film

1I

conclude that although there are some similarities in stylistic approach the theological
framework of mormonism sets it at odds with both the hollywood religious epic and the
donisi ns unique
nonisi
morl
transcendental film style described and advocated by schrader mori
mormonisms

perspective of deity shapes a distinctly different concept of reality which must be
represented in a unique way
irrespective of these major theological and aesthetic variations this comparison will
be extremely valuable because the specific differences and similarities provide a framework

film making
filemaking
from which to study LDS filmmaking

1I

will argue that analysis of legacys form reveals

structural and stylistic elements inconsistent in many ways which suggest possible
elements of an LDS transcendental mode on the surface the film imitates the hollywood
religious epic but beneath this conventional mode it seems to be searching for or being
influenced by structural forms more integral to LDS theology
1I

fon n itself that it
fonn
challenge the idea that there is no inherent virtue in the cinematic form

simply is a neutral communications device 1I am convinced that a deeper understanding of
cinematic structures and stylistic elements will provide LDS filmmakers with better tools to
world view and theology
reflect a unique worldview

this will help eliminate the tendency

to imitate

other more secular styles and forms
1I

morl non
mori
will argue that films ability to re
represent
present includes the capacity to embody mormon

theology although this capacity is not clearly explored or formulated the integration of

19

analysis faith and technical skill can shed greater light on the power of the motion picture
to move us spiritually

20

art or religion are the two roads by which men escapefi
escape from
om
circumstance to ecstasy art and religion are means to
similar states of mind

clive bell

III
CHAPTER 111
ill
ili SCHRADERS

transcendental STYLE

although there has been some interest by film critics and theorists in exploring the
moving images ability to present religious themes and ideas 26 the only serious critical
study is paul schraders transcendental style in film ozu bresson dreyer written in
1972 as a doctoral dissertation

27

schraders work is important to this study because he is

the only contemporary critic and filmmaker to address the more serious issues of cinematic
art and religion

the work was written during his university days

and he has since shown

screen writing into
less interest in traditional religious themes and has pushed at least his screenwriting

there are various studies such as screening the sacred rel
religion
rei
myth and ideology in popular american film by joel W martin and conrad E ostwalt
jr none seriously explore the deeper implications of cinematic style even when the
journal of popular film and television dedicates an entire issue to the catholic
imagination in popular film and television the articles focus on thematic versus stylistic
approaches none seriously consider the formalistic elements of film to reveal underlying
meaning few explore the structure and stylistic elements where schrader contends
spiritual parallels are revealed
27no one to date has really challenged schraders thesis in a footnote in
discovering form inferring meaning new cinemas and the film festival circuit film
quarterly
lv 47 3 spring 1994 film critic bill nichols alludes to a cinema of austerity in
Quarter
describing iranian filmmaking and points out that david bordwells parametric form is
similar to schraders transcendental style but he makes no association to any religious
forms in addition schrader is very critical of the traditional hollywood narrative while
enshrining foreign filmmakers
film makers whose work is somewhat ascetic and not financially
successful
26 26although
although

9

r

21

more existential themes
theines

288

aw

he now considers himself an intellectual stylist brady 256

yet there is some evidence of his continued need to address deeper issues of spirituality

29
6w
aw

schraders thesis is that a very few filmmakers have been able to move beyond
personality and cultural prescriptions to formulate a cinematic style that specifically
tt

worldly
addresses the spiritual that reaches toward the other
otherworldly

13
style 3313

this is

especially true of how american cinema is driven by commercialism
corni nercialism with little or no regard
for artistic andor spiritual expression for schrader the most significant religious films
11

are ignored by the major film critics and theorists

thernes
theines and styles
their overtly religious themes

are so different and incomprehensible that they are misunderstood and unappreciated

makers a
filmmakers
schrader argues that he has identified by looking closely at three film
style a cinematic consensus
transcendental stylea

as he calls it of distinct structural and

stylistic traits which each director developed independent of the others and which takes

them beyond personal and cultural influences within the work of yasujiro ozu from

japan robert bresson from italy and carl dreyer from denmark schrader found an
overarching
over arching cinematic aesthetic that reveals the moving image as the preeminent religious
art form

all three of these filmmakers ground their aesthetic in three distinct religious
perspectives ozu zen art bresson byzantine iconography and dreyer gothic
an interview with john brady for

the craft of the screenwriter

interviews
with six celebrated screenwriters new york simon and schuster 1981 schrader said
you start to realize that there isnt much to teach the world that it hasnt already heard
that 44you
and that immortality and true art arent what theyre cracked up to be 254
29 29schrader
born and raised in the dutch calvinist
schrader is an interesting figure he was bom
post graduate university days at UCLA
community of grand rapids michigan since his postgraduate
where he wrote the transcendental style he has gone on to become a successful
screenwriter and director in mainstream hollywood some of his more successful writing
010
olo not what one might
gigolo
efforts range from taxi driver to raging bull and american gi
619010
consider serious spiritual films he has been described as the internationally known
stylist of isolation alienation and savagery kasindorf 19 yet despite the fact that his
traditional religiosity quickly wore thin in hollywood he still speaks at least existentially in
it remains tied to the
religious ways so my violence was part of a commercial instinct
whole notion of blood and redemption in brady 278
281n
in

22

architecture although none of the three is familiar to most contemporary american film

viewers they are internationally recognized film directors each sought to push the
the
boundaries of the new cinematic art form toward the ultimate purpose of all art forms
formsthe

representation of spiritual themes and ideas

my purpose in this chapter is to examine schraders study of these filmmakers and
illustrate the structural and stylistic traits of a but perhaps not the transcendental style

later I will compare these traits to a specific instance of LDS filmmaking to determine
1

whether or not they can accommodate LDS theological perspectives and are appropriate for
an LDS filmmaking aesthetic hopefully schraders transcendental style will provide if

not a cinematic model at least a starting point for laying out the issues that need

consideration in deepening our sensibilities about the cinematic mediums relationship to
filmmaking
filemaking
religious filmmaking

1I

admit at the outset that there are clear theological differences

between schraders theory and LDS theology despite this what is important is that

schrader challenges the hollywood mentality while examining the work of three
filmmakers who sought a deeper awareness through cinematic art form
1I

will organize schraders argument in three sections

1

an introduction to

three tiered theological and aesthetic framework 2 a presentation of the
schraders threetiered

transcendental cinematic style as gleaned from the films of ozu bresson and dreyer
filmmakers
makers
dreyer is problematic for schrader but valuable as we will see later to LDS film
and 3 schraders
schraderis assessment of the classic hollywood religious epic

tiered theology
threetiered
schraders three

schrader begins his argument by grounding his discussion in classic religious art
min
flin
Wolf
wolfffin
borrowing
nin
history and criticism bonn
boff owing from eliade wolfflin
fin and others he contends that there
Wolff

worldly manifestations that erupt within
otherworldly
hierophantes spiritual or other
are such things
thims as hierophanies
eearthly time and space

he further contends that filmmakers have desired

23

as have all

artists to capture facets of these hierophanies
hierophantes to see aagliiiu
glimmer
ner of spiritually
fl

flexpressive moments in reality
expressive

the transcendent cinematic style

terrestrial to the other world

this has always been arts purpose

the transcendental style is a

and is the mission of

way of liberation from the

transcendental Sstylee 53

it is clear from the outset that although the transcendental film may be thematically
religious it does not represent a personal vision nor an official catechism

style 4

transcendental

schrader is not interested in traditional or formal religious expression nor its

representation
or allegory

he is looking for traits that lie beyond simple thematic religious allusions

he focuses his efforts on identifying how religious art architecture

iconography etc

has stylistically penetrated beyond immediate religious experience and

ritual and put the viewer into contact with a more profound impression of the transcendent
or wholly other

the objective is the transcendent

but for schrader it lies beyond normal sense

experience and that which it transcends is by definition the immanent

style 5

transcendental

this is not an experience with something that lies beyond reality but a deeper

awareness an internalizing of the expression of the divine within the viewer

schrader explains that terms like transcendent or transcendental are catchall terms
and can mean anything to anyone

the first step is to define terminology he lays out the

various levels of religious experience andor expression
1I

the transcendent

2

the

3

the

transcendental
transcendent and

the holy or ideal itself
human art or artifacts which express something of the

transcendence the human religious experience motivated by a deep
psychological need for or by the external other

to these three levels of spiritual experience
varieties of sacred art

24

schrader matches up three levels or

1

brorn the transcendent such as untampered nature and
come directly from
frorn
icome
works that acome

holy scripture
2

works which express the transcendent in human reflection man made man
organized man selected such as icons or zen gardens here we begin to
azus zen garden and bressons iconography or
recognize ozus

3

works which relate the human experience of the transcendence which express not
the transcendent but the human who experiences the transcendent
schrader eliminates out of hand the first category citing jungs comment that

when god or tao is named as a stirring or a condition of the soul something has been
said about the knowable only but nothing about the unknowable
can be determined

transcendental style 6

of the latter

nothing

to even attempt to see the holy would

eliminate any need for artistic effort or expression contact with the transcendent itself is
beyond human capability

to attempt to reach for a higher transcendent experience is self

destructive

even though the objective is to capture glimpses of the transcendent one can not
ultimately see the transcendent one can only experience an expression of the

unknowable

art even the highest is only a means to an end

is only a manner of

seeing through a glass darkly and although this is far better than not to see at all the
utility of iconography must come to an end when the vision is face to face

style 7
transcendental styrle
invisible but is neither

thus the transcendental style can strive for the ineffable and
transcendental style
savle
stvle 4

even attempting to describe the wholly

other one can only communicate within the language of the known thus it is only the
immanent not the ineffable that has been revealed

after rejecting the impossibility of seeing the ineffable because by definition

it is

unknowable schrader turns against the immanent physical world as a means of revealing
the transcendent schrader dismantles human experience as a viable means of discovering

expressions of the wholly other quoting gerardus van der leeuw schrader argues that
absolute religion is mysticism it is without shape and without sound absolute art can
25

neither be seen or heard

transcendental style
savle
stvle 7

bifone
if one cannot see the face of the
ifone

ineffable then any artistic representation also eschews all conventional interpretations of
reality

and seeks to maximize the mystery of existence

transcendental style

there is no possibility of seeing the divine in the physical world either the world
accessible to reveal anything of the ineffable

to see the transcendent

10

is too

the physical world

must be turned against itself be abstracted made mysterious and strange

the transcendental filmmaker must not only cease to hope for a
ineffable but must eliminate all temporal visual

constructs that assist the viewer in

they are screens

coming to an understanding of the ineffable

vision of the

that intercede between the viewer and the transcendent

to use bressons term

the purpose of the cinematic

reality or reality itself but to make the known
devices is not to make sense of a super
superreality
p ear
appear
strange and unknowable so that the ineffable can ap

the

transcendent style stylizes

reality by eliminating or nearly eliminating those elements which are primarily expressive

of human experience thereby robbing the conventional interpretations of reality of their
relevance and power

transcendental style
savle
stvle

11

for schrader human works

cannot

inform one about the transcendent they can only be expressive of the transcendent

this is a critical distinction for schrader no manifestation of

transcendental Sstyle 6

the ineffable can make its appearance within human experience thus all that can be hoped

ther it is a stylistic device a device that can
for is a device representative of whollyo
whollyOother
a state of mind
stimulate a44

ae
1e 7
transcendental Sstyle

this is not the appearance of the

divine nor the witness of another about the divine this is a representational device or effect
that is expressive of the divine

thus schrader believes that the transcendental style can only emerge out of the
man made or man
second category that is works which express the transcendent manmade
organized works of art

the transcendental style must emerge from within that space

between the ineffable and the immanent a paradoxical place which forms between the
26

unknown and the rejection of the known between the hope of seeing and the dismantling

of all immanent conventions that are dependent on human experience thus the
transcendent style is only necessarily a style

transcendental style 4

it is a style that

turns cinematic devices against the cinematic medium itself it is a paradoxical use of
a highly sensuous image the cinematic frame set in motion that must be stripped of
its sensuousness this disparity leads the viewer into a place where contact with an
impression of the divine is possible the transcendental style like the mass
transforms experience into a repeatable ritual which can be repeatedly transcended

transcendental style

11

to quickly summarize schraders argument to this point
1I

there are earthly manifestations of the ineffable or wholly other

2

wholly other is artistically self destructive
to attempt to see the whollyother

it lies beyond

human verbal or visual representation

3

no one can hope to see the divine within reality within the immanent there are
no temporal constructs that can reveal the transcendent

4

artistic efforts then cannot inform one of the transcendent they can only be
expressive of the transcendent

5

cinematically there are specific stylistic elements that lie beyond any particular
personality culture or religious tenets that are expressive of the ineffable

thus

it is not the seeing of the transcendent which by definition is impossible

nor the viewing of a human contact with the transcendent that is the objective but the
artistic creation of a series of structural and stylistic events that are expressive of the

transcendent
in terms of the cinematic art form this stylistic expression of the transcendent can
be distinguished by detailing cinematic characteristics

carnera
precise temporal means camera

editing for predetermined transcendental ends
angles dialogue editingfor

transcendental style

schrader believes that he has isolated specific stylistic elements that if imitated are
expressive of the transcendent no matter the cultural or religious setting schraders
purpose is to analyze the scenes and frames hoping to extract the universal cinematic

azus Bres
form from the particulars of ozus
sons and dreyers representative forms
bressons
27

to

3

demonstrate this model schrader reviews how the transcendental style finds fulfillment in
the films of ozu bresson and dreyer

30

the transcendental style
it is schraders contention that the transcendental style as seen in the work of ozu

bresson and to a degree dreyer is an attempt by historical influences to meet the challenge
of a new and formidable opponent the motion picture medium
the new sensual individualist art of cinema
qualities out of art

schrader contends that

has tried to squash the spiritual

style 106 the iiimmediacy of the film image its ability
transcendental stylc

to re
reproduce
produce reality puts it at odds with the aesthetics of traditional art forms

the cinema

plunged the desire to duplicate internal reality into a deeper more complex level
canonized the human sensual and profane it celebrated the realistic
158

it

transcendental style

traditional art forms were able to distort or reshape the realistic image in order to

give the impression of seeing beyond reality to a deeper reality

the motion picture had to

work with the imprint of reality the moving picture is reality as it is

the

magic of the

moving image if it attempts to be an artistic expression must somehow see the ineffable
within the image of reality itself

of films sensuous image

the question is

how can one get beyond the immediacy

schrader argues that it is in the disruption or distortion of

filmed reality that one hopes to see beyond it

to seek deeper contact with the divine

through the new sensual medium of film was the goal of ozu bresson and dreyer
filmi
naker must accept the sensuousness of the image and then
filmmaker
the transcendental cilmi

crush its three dimensionality or as bresson wrote
images

transcendental style 63

46

you must take a steam iron to your

non expressive faces symmetric
frontality nonexpressive

were the answers
two
compositions and twodimensionality
dimensionality

rejection
ejection of the
jection
this is a clear re

30note that the transcendental style is not representative of every film produced by
film makers but the form is clearly manifest across their entire work
the three filmmakers
28

ozus
azuss and
classic hollywood film which exalts the immediacy of the realistic image in ozu
bressons mature styles one can see clear representation of the transcendental style
according to schrader ozu represents the transcendental style in the east and bresson in
the west both were attempting to take the moving image beyond realistic hollywood

representation to a deeper experience they desired a cinematic style that would function as
traditional art forms do a stylistic representation that seeks to see beyond reality to a super

reality or as bresson believed

the subject of a film is only a pretext form much more

than content touches a viewer and elevates him

transcendental style 6611

who provides the most interesting example in terms of this study

but it is dreyer

he seems

to have

wanted to create a transcendental style as did ozu and bresson but was unable or refused to
execute the style completely dreyer accepted the challenge but resolved it differently an

important point which 1I will return to later
three part movement
11movement or structure
through his analysis schrader isolated a threepart
11

film makers each movement is a step in stripping away the
common to all three filmmakers

immediacy the sensual nature of the cinematic image

the triad structure is clearly seen in

the films of ozu and bresson but less so in dreyer it is impossible in this thesis to

illustrate all schraders evidence in the cases of ozu and bresson but some examples will
prove helpful ozu and bresson took up the challenge directly
schraders
schrader s

three part movement

three part transcendent movement are
the terms by which schrader identifies the threepart
the everyday

disparity

they are a cinematic path structure

and stasis

to seeking

an expression of the divine

the

conamonplaces
everyday is the meticulous representation of the dull banal commonplaces

of everyday living
stillness

this

le quotidian
ie
quotidian9 is not reality it is the monotone the silence the

transcendental style 39

9

the

everyday cuts against films sensuousness
5

29

the transcendental filmmakers stylization of the everyday draws attention to itself
it

which

annuls the viewers natural desire to participate vicariously in the action on screen
W

le 69
transcendental Sstyle

this is

not a case of making a viewer see life in a certain way

but rather preventing him from seeing it as he is accustomed

transcendental style 69

fili m naker must undercut the moving images power to present sensuous reality
the filmmaker

for example bresson

is in opposition to the contrived dramatic events that pass

truth5
trutha
for real life in movies nor is he interested in capturing the documentary truthy
truth of an

style
event only the surface of reality transcendental syke
syle 63

to capture a glimpse of the

ineffable the filmmaker must reject all conventional interpretations of reality

transcendental style

10

the representing of reality as

everyday strips reality of its

living presence and blocks the viewers emotional and intellectual exits from

confronting the unseen so that they are prepared to face the unknown

st
style 70

transcendental

ft

it is a prelude to the moment of redemption that is to that moment when the

viewer can transcend reality to a higher expression of the wholly other transcendental

style 39
40
3940
tiered structure it is the repetition
threetiered
disparity is the second movement in the three

it functions to compound the everyday in

of the bland and dull found in the everyday

order to create within the viewer a sense that there are deep untapped feelings just below
the surface of reality transcendental style
sinie 44

disparity is the paradox of the spiritual

existing within the physical a spiritual reality that is attempting to rupture out into physical

reality

it

transcendental style 82

this deep ground of compassion

and awareness is

the transcendent transcendental style 48 lying beneath the surface of reality

this

growing crack in the dull surface of everyday reality becomes an open rupture and finally
in the moment of decisive action there is an outburst of spiritual emotion totally

inexplicable with the everyday

ae
1e 43
transcendental Sstyle

30

schrader contends that beneath all reality lies a spiritual reality but our obsession
with surface detail distracts our attention
irru
nedilcicy of reality
immediacy
at the arru

to

see that deeper reality w
wee must pound away

this means discarding the viewing patterns inherent in

filmmaking when a viewer is confronted with the transcendental style she
filmmaking
hollywood filemaking
may be disturbed and confused

movie goers love emotional constructs they enjoy emotional involvement with
moviegoers
but he has mistaken the everyday for transcendental style and
artificial screens jbut
ubut
has only seen a fraction of the film
the viewers emotions have been
superficially rejected but they have been simultaneously tantalized by the disparity
transcendental style 7700

filmmaker
the transcendental fili
nmaker taunts the viewer into an
amaker
which requires an aesthetic solution

emotionally irresolvable dilemma

emotions are vehicles through which the artist must

emotions
act he teases and strains the er
notions until they are transformed into an expression
aesthetics
distinctively aesthetic9
aesthetic
9

transcendental style 85

in fact the transcendental style is only

that a style that strips the viewer of an

it prevents a runoff of superficial emotions
emotional connection with reality
through everyday and simultaneously sustains those same emotions through
disparity
the trigger to the emotional release occurs during the final stage of
disparity decisive action and it serves to freeze the emotion into expression the
disparity into stasis transcendental style
siy
siv e 78

stasis is the final movement or phase of the transcendental style which serves
to freeze the emotional into expression the disparity into stasis

it usually is a static shot that banishes the last sense of reality

transcendental style 78

an illustration is when ozu

cuts away from the interior of the family drama at the height of its disparity to a static

tranquil shot of nature or when bresson freezes on an image of a smoldering cross in

the

trial of joan 0of arc it is an icon

this static view represents the

new world in which the spiritual and the physical
can coexist still in tension and unresolved but as part of a larger scheme in which
reality the transcendent
all phenomena are more or less expressive of a larger realitythe

transcendental style 83

31

what ozu seeks is the reaffirmation of nature he doesnt so much eliminate the conflict
between man and nature as transcend it
by

transcendental style 37

a blast of music an overt symbol and an open call for emotion

commitment by the viewer

transcendental style 79

this is accomplished

the act demands

and without commitment there can be no stasis

it freezes the empathy that has been created in the viewer it

establishes an image of a second reality which can stand beside the ordinary reality this
second image is a expression of the wholly other

this is a frozen view of life which

gen dental style 49
gendental
does not resolve the disparity but transcends it tram
traw
transcendental

stasis

emotion
transforms empathy into aesthetic appreciation experience into expression er
notion into
form

S le 5511 and expresses something deeper than itself the inner
transcendental style

unity of all things

thus the transcendental style takes the most realistic art form the moving image
and attempts to dismantle all that entertains and tantalizes

the transcendental style must

dismantle its visual enticement if it is to strip the dramatic experience from off the screen
ti

out there and center that spiritual transformation within the viewer most entertainment

attempts to create a reciprocal relationship between the viewer and the experience on the
screen and viewer in the
onscreen
screen one that draws a comparison between the character on
audience A transcendental experience rejects the reciprocal relationship and creates an

expression of the transcendental within the viewer rather than creating a dramatic
end one that entertains a viewer through a
narrative with a beginning middle and endone
screen the transcendental style attempts to undercut
representation that is out there on the screenthe
that emotional connection it attempts to strip whatever is real of its reality in order to
unnerve and disturb the viewer in order to stylistically create a moment of spiritual

transformation within

for schrader when the viewer is confronted with the transcendental style he must
do one of two things
32

he can reject his feelings and refuse to take the film seriously or he can
accommodate his thinking to his feelings if he chooses the latter he will having
been given no emotional constructs by the director have constructed his own
screen transcendental style 81
sl

herdis own transcendental
she will have constructed herhis

moment not out there on the screen

but deep within herhis
herdis own spiritual being bresson calls this the moment of

transformation

there must be a moment of transformation if not there is no art but
if

distinct from the traditional dramatic structure this transformation does not resolve
disparity it accepts it

sly
style 82
transcendental siy

the viewer is forced into a

confrontation with the wholly other he would normally avoid he is faced with an
explicably
an act which now requests his participation and approval
explicable spiritual act
en
it is a miracle which must be accepted trans
endental
transcendental
dental style 82

sty cistic
istic elements
elemen
the stylistic
11

since the transcendental is simply a style what stylistic devices are employed by
the transcendental film
filmmaker
maker
filemaker

the dramatic events which pass for real life in traditional

structs
constructs
hollywood films are sustained by emotional con
strutts plot acting camera work

editing music

they are screens which interpose themselves preventing the viewer

from seeing through the surface of reality to the supernatural
64

sly
style 63transcendental siy

in the transcendental style however every stylistic tool is used to postpone emotional

involvement in a classic hollywood narrative these elements reinforce the realism of the
story in a transcendental film they undercut it while it is impossible in this study to

illustrate these stylistic elements in detail they are in general
1

plot

the rejection of the traditional

classic plot line of a beginning middle and end

the transcendental style is cyclical in structure
transcendental style 22

taking on a rhythmic pacing of ritual

it is the rejection of the traditional plot line

bresson for

example looks only for a succession of events which rise and fall tension and relaxation
however slight

transcendental style 65

33

acting the elimination of expressiveness in the acting character acting is modified

2

it

into relatively simple demonstrable characteristics
characteristics

as
transcendental sty
1s 65
style

bazin said

ofbresson
of
bresson that he is concerned not with the psychology but with the physiology of
existence

cited by transcendental style 66

the character attempts no expressiveness

rather she undercuts it the dialogue gives meaning to the silence the action to the still
life

transcendental style 29

well composed environment acts as a frame for
the static wellcomposed

the action a character enters the frame performs an action and exits transcendental stv
style
ltv
67
3

all psychological interest in character dilemma is irrelevant
camera work the use of flat twodimensional
two
dimensional framing the camera work is stripped

of its editorial powers there is no interest in leading the viewers point of view it
refuses to shape or lead the viewers connection with a realistic three
dimensional world
threedimensional

rather it attempts to flatten the frame to undercut the connection with an immanent
realistic setting and force the viewer through the frame into a connection with something

beyond

ozus
azus camera is static and always positioned three feet above the ground

bresson limits his camera to one angle one base composition

transcendental style 67

4 editing A rejection of continuity editing since there is no dramatic structure nor three

dimensional characters the editing is governed by regular unostentatious cuts in which
le 68
each shot each event leads to the next transcendental Sstyle

there is no attempt to

edit for impact or the juxtaposing of scenes ozu rejects the juxtaposing cut

but

accepts the pacing cut which denotes a steady rhythmic secession of events

transcendental style 22
involvement

this is a construction that puts a sharp break on emotional

transcendental style 69

manipulate the material image
emphasis
5

likewise bressons editing makes no attempt to

scenes are cut short set end to end without obvious

transcendental style 68
iranscendental

sound track elimination of all sound elements beyond natural documentary sounds if

those are present at all

of life
n
this reinforces a concern for the minutiae
34

the cold

reality

le 69
scend
scendental
ental Sstyle
transcendental

sound is all but eliminated as the film moves to its

coded ending the still frame
fraine for bresson sound is limited to common
ff

sounds

ozu directs silences and voids structured between

transcendental
iscendental style 69

action and emptiness

28

documentary

the sound gives form to the silence

transcendental style

27

music is used only at the point of the decisive action
characterized by a blast of music

transcendental style 79

region that is no longer simply terrestrial but rather cosmic
the divine

no ments are
decisive imoments
it

it acts to transport us into a
or as bresson would say

transcendental style 82

it
dreyers transcendental Sstyle

azus and bressons cinematic styles are clear illustrations of what schrader
if ozus
considers the most complete and full form of the transcendental style dreyer creates a
problem for schrader although dreyers films reflect some elements of the transcendental
style especially his early films which rely on flat empty sets inexpressive dialogue

schrader sees a consistent thread of ambiguity in

natural sound tracks and long takes

dryers work transcendental style

119

it relates schrader believes to dreyers interest

multi faceted dualistic conglomeration of elements
in the gothic which is a confusing multifaceted
that has no clear focus schrader believes that dreyer is unable to commit himself to a pure
transcendental style because he is unclear about whether art would express the
transcendent or the person who experiences the transcendent whether the transcendent is
an outer reality or an inner reality

ae
1e 97
transcendental Sstyle

dreyer is simply unable or

unwilling to carry the transcendental style on through to the movement of stasis

ozu grounded his work in zen and bresson

in the icon of scholasticism dreyer

german
gen nan dramatic form that emphasized the everyday with
Kammer spiel a gennan
coupled the kammerspiel
expressionistic elements

this form relied on simplicity of scenery

35

a refusal to use

declamatory effects a systematic realism rigorous action and measured symbolism

transcendental style
savle 114
stvle

this allowed dreyer to get outside of the naturalism of the
ft

medium to be not merely visual but spiritual
own subjective interpretations

a chance

tran
scend enta style
scendenta
transcendental
1

IX
118
1

of replacing reality with his

dreyer was trying for the same

effect as schraders transcendental style by using expressionism to undercut reality but
this was not enough for schrader because it did not crush the immanent to effect an

expression of the ineffable it made reality more of a presence

or as schrader complained

it did not eliminate the barriers which stand between the spectator and the holy it

exaggerates them and makes them a value in themselves

for schrader

it is

transcendental style 119

dreyers inability to arrive at stasis that undermines the final

mover
movement
nent of the transcendental style dreyer did not shed the immanent sufficiently
enough to create an expression of the spiritual rather than using a frozen image as does

ozu and bresson freezing the commitment which comes after the decisive action
dreyer and this is the decisive issue
freezes the disparity itself creating an endless
issuefreezes
syndrome of earthly struggle

21
transcendental style 121
1

he seems unable to leave off

from a material reality As schrader puts it dreyer creates the surface of reality similar to

ozu and bresson but then seemingly becomes enamored with the surface itself mistaking
the means for the end

transcendental style 119

dreyer was unable to break himself away from the sensual disparity in the gothic
transcendental style 97 because according to schrader he relies on a carefully
it

constructed phenomenology of faith

ae
1e 119
transcendental Sstyle

this will become

an

important element later in the discussion of legacy
A summary

filmmaker
maker at
filemaker
schraders argument makes it clear that the challenge of the religious film
least as he sees it is to free cinema from its grounding in the realistic and the immanent it

36

is schraders contention quoting bazin that the spiritual quality in art suffered its decline

at the expense of realism the duplication of either external or internal reality

transcendental style 157

I
1

while classic art forms were born in religious practice the

hollywood motion picture as an offspring of capitalism and technology had no interest in
religious representation per se it was grounded in the material world of sensuous
imagery

the cinema duplicated

internal reality into a deeper more complex level

canonized the human sensual and profane it celebrated the realistic
158

it

style
transcendental stylc

j

before the advent of cinema certain religious artists attempted to first create the
m anent then break that illusion thereby revealing the
illusion of the irn
immanent
transcendentally minded filmmaker already has the
transcendent because the transcendentallyminded
illusion at his disposal he can go immediately to the next stage attempting to break
the illusion transcendental style 160

for schrader this is the miracle of sacred art it occurs when the viewer has moved past
the point where temporal means are of any avail
as if moving down the aisle of a byzantine church when the image stops the
viewer keeps going moving deeper and deeper one might say into the image
this is the miracle of sacred art if it occurs the viewer has moved past the point
where any temporal means are of any avail he has moved beyond the province
of art transcendental style 161
11

the challenge of the transcendental artist is to hold the viewers attention by means
of a sensuous image while simultaneously undercutting those same realistic properties
stripping the image of any resemblance to the here and now

this means rejecting all

common narrative and stylistic elements crushing the realism out of the structures to
prepare the viewer for an impression of something deeper

part transcendental movement is a clear rejection of the concept
threepart
schraders three
of personal expression

the delusion

that 1I am the doer

transcendental style 25

.11

it

its

purpose is to envelope the viewers personality within a form that is not experience at all
but an expression

of the transcendent itself transcendental style 26

attempt to reproduce an experience of the transcendent but rather imitate
amita it
imita
37

it must not

the transcendental style is in effect a complete reversal or negative image of
three act structure where the dramatic structure relies on realistic
traditional dramatic threeact

presentation enhanced tension and a certain psychological dimension the transcendent
style crushes these elements where the traditional dramatic structure is character driven

the transcendental is stylistically driven where the traditional structure starts with a

rupture of the commonplace schraders everyday is a compounding of the
commonplace instead of heightening emotional tension the everyday smothers it in the
commonplace where the traditional structure creates rising action the transcendental
reveals disparity where there is resolution in the traditional structure there is only the
static frozen image that initiates transcendental stasis
in making his case for the transcendental style schrader does not attempt to rule

out filmmakers who have been interested in representing a simpler form of spiritual reality

pasolini mizoguichi bunuel
banuel and others have all incorporated elements of the
transcendental style but schraders point is that they have not formalized a devotional
W ays to
attitude to the degree of ozu and bresson schrader admits that there are many ways

represent the sacred and many others more suited to represent the profane but none more
suited to express the holy than the transcendental style where the primitive techniques of
two dimensionality frontality the abstract line and archetypal character reign in presenting

sacred art

transcendental style 152

one might argue that because the transcendental style is simply the reversal of the
classic dramatic structure and style it is just another contrived representation a screen
1
7
71
transcendental style
7171
syle 71
717 as bresson uses the term rather than using stylistic devices

to enhance reality the transcendental style might be just one more aesthetic or structural

device like the classic hollywood dramatic structure that screens the viewer from
making contact with something beyond the cinematic apparatus

38

but schrader argues that the transcendental style resolves this criticism by
doubling up on itself by creating layers upon layers of the everyday that continually
undercut any attempt at creating an artificial screen
to be interested in reality

31

even though the filmmaker appears

this layering of mundane images the obsession with detail

and the repetition of narrative information forces the viewer to sense that there is

something deeper than the image stripped of its visual sensuousness the whollyother
wholly other

transcendental style 72
in conclusion 1I think it is fairly obvious that what distinguishes schrader

tiered structure or stylistic
style from an LDS perspective is less his three
transcendental stylefrorn
threetiered

elements than schraders concept of the divine Schrader
schraderss concept of the transcendent
9

theory is based on a theology which perceives spiritual
which he grounds in classical art theoryis
reality as immaterial it stands in stark contrast to the anthropomorphic concept of the LDS

godhead it may be that the very conceptual underpinnings of schraders aesthetic and
littie value
tittle
his theology are so different in terms of LDS theology
theologY that his concept is of little

either as it is revealed in the bodied reality of the
mormonism elther
the conception of divinity in mormonismeither

spirit is antithetical to schraders
father and son or as it is manifested through the holy spiritis
definition of the transcendent

for example how does the concept of an anthropomorphic divinity affect
32
stylistic
elements32
and
tiered
transcendental
three
movement
threetiered
schraders
elements if the divine has

revealed itself within an LDS theology then what is the purpose of a transcendental
cinematic style for the LDS faith

if the ineffable is present somehow within the

immanent does the sensuousness of the cinematic image have to be denied or sought for at
some instances this is created by bresson actually repeating a scene his
narration does not give the viewer any new information or feelings but only reiterates what
he already knows transcendental style 72
see david paulsens survey of the distinctive LDS concept of deity the
32see
fudeo christian and philosophical
doctrine of divine embodiment restoration judeo
94
perspectives BYU studies 354
35.4
354 1996 6694
31 in
311n
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a deeper visual level

create

and if not denied then what does it seek to visually represent or

an abstract expression of stasis is not the ultimate objective of an LDS cinematic

style

it needs to be pointed out that at times even schrader seems puzzled what is most
curious is this statement by schrader

hierophant if there really is a transcendent
if the transcendental style really is a hierophany
then the critic can never fully comprehend how it operates in art
1I style 85
transcer
why of that realization is a mystery Tr
anscer
transcendental
transier
sivie

the actual

it is as though schrader attempts to create a stylistic approach whose ultimate secret is not
only beyond the viewer but

bresson wrote

the

the artist himself transcendental style 85

or as

audience must feel that 1I go toward the unknown that I1 do not know

what will happen when 1I arrive

le 86
cited in transcendental
aLSstyle
transcendentals
Transcendent

all is mystery and

makers
filmmakers
strangeness for schraders transcendental film

this raises serious questions about the fit of an LDS

film aesthetic with schraders

transcendental style if the objective of a transcendental style is to seek the divine the

transcendent as schrader describes it and if the divine is present within the immanent in
LDS theology then there is no need to stylistically create its impression

the divine is

present within and throughout immanent reality A more serious question is how can one
reject the physical reality of the transcendent and then somehow imitate the expression of
it

Is there something inherent in

schraders conception of deity that undermines this

paradoxical position of understanding how to express the transcendent but not knowing
how to experience it

although schraders attempt is determined in the end it remains convoluted from
an LDS perspective although his argument concerning the sensuousness of the cinematic

sensible that
thai the moving image holds us too close to the physical nature of
medium seem sensiblethat
final objective of a transcendent experience
reality it fails to convince that the finai
realityit

is an

intangible expression of an ineffable divinity our theology tells us that we must have
40

more that the transcendent is an embodied reality if the divine is a reality then our
ob
objective
ejective is to uunderstand his nature and then the choice of how we choose to represent
jective

divinity as either immanent or transcendent is critical

mormon
mon non motion picture will
A comparison of schraders transcendental style to the monnon
help us understand our cinematic heritage and how we might formulate an LDS cinematic

aesthetic

41

it is hard to be an artist it is even harder to be a developed
moral person a saint to be both is not twice as hard but
twice squared
33
jacques maritain33
Maritain

CHAPTER IV LEGACY AND THE

transcendental STYLE

this chapter will compare and contrast the structural

and stylistic elements of a

representative LDS film with those of classical hollywood narrative and then schraders
transcendental style my purpose here is to explore what stylistic similarities and
differences there are between these cinematic forms and those in a mormon motion picture
As we have seen looking at schraders transcendental style it is clear that there are

theological differences but there may be some elements that are compatible with our own
aesthetic
1I have selected for comparison is legacy
1I am treating ley
LDS
film
legacy
the
lee acy as a

case study a representative illustration of LDS narrative film
filmmaking
making
filemaking

34

it is impractical in

this study to consider more than one film and legacy
leracy is the churchs most recent long
long form
form narrative motion picture it is most compatible with schraders longform

illustrations from the films of ozu bresson and dreyer

lo s capp
sto 10
apostolos
adonas art
cappadonas
apostoloscappadonas
laub novaks
kovaks article in diane apo
creativity and the sacred an Antho
loyy in religion and art new york crossroad
anthology
antholoyy
1994
23
199423
34there
there are other narrative documentary and expositional films that could provide
piness
happiness
additional insights such as how rare a possession and mans search for Halm
diness in
oiness
hald
haid
halmoiness
narrative forms may be more compatible with LDS cinematic interests for the
fact non
nonnarrative
33cited
cited

in K

purposes of this study it was necessary to examine the more traditional narrative forms
42

first I1 will compare legacys
abys structure to the classic hollywood narrative structure
le acys
to illustrate that despite obvious attempts to imitate it

legacy
tacy is something of an anomaly
le

then 1I will compare legacy to schrader
schraderss transcendental style to determine whether LDS
flims
films and by implication other cinematic forms used in church filmsshare
flims share in the structure
films
filmsand
or stylistic elements of transcendental style or whether mormon filmmaking is developing
its own film aesthetic

legacy was produced under the direction of the LDS churchs office of the first
presidency legacy is a religious historical drama covering early LDS church history
from its 1830s foundation in upstate new york to the laying of the salt lake temple
1s96
capstone in utah in 1896

film makers
filmmakers

the films production crew was comprised of prominent LDS

35

and it premiered
three minutesand
minutes
fiftythree
minutesand
the films running time is fifty

in 1994 in the joseph

smith memorial building theatre in salt lake city utah it has multiple screenings each
surround sound theatre that is part of the LDS
day in a specially constructed 70 millimeter surroundsound
mernbers
members alike can view
nonmembers
churchs salt lake temple square exhibits members and non
the film hourly

legacy is a story within a story the plot is relatively simple the film begins
1893 at the dedication of the

in

salt lake temple an old woman the elderly eliza 36 is

those most responsible for films aesthetic were kieth merrill
producerdirector
producer director reed smoot cinematographer and dick jamison art director in terms
of the films script and storyline much direction was received from the churchs office of
first presidency there are many others who could be credited for contributions on the
35

film kieth merrill has worked in the hollywood and the independent film industries
most importantly for this study is that he and the other principal crew members have
produced a number of large format IMAX films for visitor destination sites such as the
grand canyon and yellowstone park
36
361 make a distinction in this study between the two alizas
Eli
zas the young eliza
elizas
who exists with the films real time and the elderly eliza who provides the frame for the
story and exists only in the utah time frame although three different actresses portray
eliza at three ages the experience of the child and mature woman are bound within the
young elizass time frame
43

heir
her grandson the story of her legacy of faith
relating to helf

action in a historical and spiritual context

her story sets up and frames the

the action then flashes

back to the 1830s to a

young girl who becomes a woman the young eliza and then follows her personal story

forward in time as her family joins the mormon church and shares its persecutions and
on screen time is spent in the nauvoo period
westward migration most of the films onscreen

where the faiths spiritual objective the nauvoo temple is under construction

37

eliza

finds some happiness in nauvoo she sees the temple rise and marries a young english

convert david but the prophet joseph is assassinated and the saints are driven out this
time to the valley of the great salt

lake the film ends in utah with the elderly elizas

challenge to her grandson to hold on to the legacy of faith that has been passed down to
him

at first glance legacy appears to be patterned after the traditional hollywood
three part narrative structure driven by what
religious epic on the surface it has a classic threepart
appears to be a single protagonist it does not feature a dominant religious figure such as
non historical female lead eliza
joseph smith or brigham young but employs a nonhistorical

morley

38

its overall presentational form structure and stylistics are patterned after

ilfe hollywood features like the ten commandments or ben hur it clearly
than life
bigger
biggerthanlife

and effect narrative working through a central dramatic
causeandeffect
attempts a plot driven cause
figure perhaps the most distinctive classic characteristic is the visual and aural opulence of
the 70mm surround
sound presentation in a specialized theatre
surroundsound

despite these traditional elements legacy at a deeper level employs other
documentary elements that seem if not to undercut the dramatic narrative form in a way

construction is presented as a visible symbol of the ultimate objective of
the mormon experience a zion community with a temple at its center from an LDS
perspective it is within the temple that the transcendent will be found
38there
there is clearly an effort here to have a female lead which plays against the
conventional male lead as the center of the story
37ternple
temple
tempie
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similar to schraders transcendental style at least transform it into something quite

different whether by conscious design or not legacy
le2acv is an odd mixture of documentary
and narrative elements in addition legacy shares several elements of schraders

transcendental style although it attempts to present a classic narrative form it oddly
employs stylistic elements of the transcendental style

this portion of my study is formalistic in approach focusing on the particulars of
39
text39
L
legacysis visual text

film form is essentially constructed of two elements the formal

non narrative form
design that is whether or not it is primarily a narrative or a nonnarrative
structural designthat

and the stylistic elements that are employed such as cinematography editing sound
music etc analysis of form can be accomplished by

1

determining a films

non narrative formal system ascertaining if it has a
organizational structure its narrative or nonnarrative

classically organized plot from which the story is constructed 2 identifying the films
salient techniques what aspects of color lighting framing editing or sound does the film
rely on heavily

3 tracing

out patterns of techniques within the entire film and then asking

nann
ative organization 4 proposing the functions
narrative
how they reinforce the narrative or non
nonnarrative
naff active

of the salient techniques and the patterns they form

what in legacys
legacys structure and stylistic elements is similar to classic hollywood
narrative or to schraders transcendental style

can these elements contribute

to a LDS

filmmaking aesthetic
ood structure
hollywood
legacy
leracy and classic holl

before comparing ley
legacys
lee is structure and stylistics to the schraders transcendental
style it is important to understand its relationship to classic hollywood form early
narrative cinema was fairly simplistic with little complexity in characterization or plot

39this
this methodology follows that developed by david bordwell in a simple way in
his co
coauthored
authored with kristin thompson film art an introduction
45

characters were subordinated to narrative action and were often little more than
active conventions began to formalize into
stereotypes during the 1930s and 1940s narrative

what became the traditional hollywood dramatic narrative or what noel burch has called
the institutional mode of representation JMR
IMR

iydse
mise en scene
conventions such as iydee

40

sho treverse shot were used to create a
framing point of view continuity editing and the shotreverse

coherent and credible fictional space where often complex characters interact as though in
real time and space IMR characteristics include

1

linearity of story through cause and

enigma resolution a fictional event disrupts a preexisting
pre existing equilibrium in
effect to create an enigmaresolution
the fictional world and the task of the story is to resolve the enigma by bringing it to a new

equilibrium 2 a high degree of narrative closure the story has a clear beginning middle
and end in which every question raised is answered

3 a

realistic fictional world

governed by spatial and temporal verisimilitude a real place and time and 4

psychologically rounded characters a hero

whose actions bring about narrative

resolution

on one level legacy attempts the traditional character driven story line working
through the character of eliza morley but elizas story actually drifts in and out of the film
leaving it without a clear linear flow and a solid resolution there is an attempt at a fictional
world but there are no psychologically rounded characters what is clear after closer
scrutiny is that

narrative and episodic that is
nonnarrative
legacys structure is more non

its plot line

rises and falls in a rhythmic cause and effect pattern that has little to do with elizas life
and as far as eliza is concerned never resolves itself conclusively eliza almost

over
disappears as the central character during parts of the film if she were not the voice
voiceover
narrator as well she would be almost a negligible element long before the film ends it is

pamm
parn cook ed the cinema book A complete guide to understanding the
parm
210
209210
movies new york pantheon books 1985 209
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structure the
not elizass enigma that controls the story rather it is the films episodic structurethe

that
thai generates the films
fall
fali
fail pattern of the mormons westward movement
movementthat
rise and
landfall
andfall
structure

the story is driven by

the enigma of whether the saints will ever find a place to

worship in peace but even after the characters arrive at the great salt lake valley there is
no classic denouement no clear cut conclusion

41

it is the larger backdrop of the saints

seen in the background of every sequence that provides the

films narrative strength this

is a critical point in terms of an LDS aesthetic

narrative elements is woven together by three
nonnarrative
this mixture of episodic and non
structural elements

1

a backdrop of actual historical events representing mormon

and fall structure that never resolves itself in a
history which creates a rhythmic rise
riseandfall
classical dramatic way 2 a character driven narrative element in the person of the young
girl eliza morley who converts to mormonism and grows to maturity within the film and
3 a

voice over frame element in the person of the elderly eliza who essentially stands

outside of the film and provides both historical and ecclesiastical perspectives

in a traditional hollywood narrative film the featured central character the hero
controls the narrative progression of the film it is his actions in resolving a crisis that
three act structure in legacy
provide the frame for the threeact
le my this is not the case despite eliza

morleys character it is the historical events that frame the film which forms the basis of
its episodic structure 1I do not believe that the
active element
nann
planned as a narrative
naff ative

1I

films episodic structure was formally

believe that it gradually took possession of the films

4
narrative and in the final edited version imposed its own structure on the film 42

41 41perhaps
perhaps

this rise

the rise and fall is never to be completed until present time and space is
ruptured permanently at the end of time by the return of the incarnate transcendent see
mircea eliades the sacred and the profane for a description of the centering force of a
religions sacred space
42 legacys
Legacys finished length was much shorter than men
le2cagys
lii intended it without
iii
ill
merrill
menill
having seen the earlier versions it is impossible to determine what was edited out 1I would
contend that the last third of the film took on a more significant presence as the film was
shortened
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fall episodic structure functions in opposition to the traditional narrative structure in a
and
andfall

mode similar to a documentary form although there are no specific documentary
elements such as historical photographs or diary excerpts that connect the fictional
elements to actual historical events it is clear that the film is intended to be viewed as a
historical document with the historical events being more important than elizas personal

drama 43
the rising and falling of event after event has the
L
ys episodic structure
legacys
structurethe

clearest connection to the everyday of the transcendental style and it is this repetitive
form which builds what schrader might argue is a form of disparity

the dull

compounding of the everyday over and over again the saints are forced from one
settlement to the next these events are used as transitional scenes we see here the
clearest similarity to ozu and dreyer rather than reinforcing a dramatic narrative structure
with its inciting element and rising action that resolves in a denouement the structure of

legacy rises and falls rises and falls across a series of historical events oddly enough
by the time the film enters its final third the young eliza has all but disappeared from the

story line

this backdrop of actual historical settings and events overtakes any attempt at a

conventional threepart
three part dramatic structure

although the young and elderly eliza characters confront and resolve certain
issues holding the story line together it is clear that the individual life takes a backstage
position when compared with the larger movement of the church it is clear that eliza is at

best only a representation of every other saints story

this is a complete reversal of the

traditional classic hero
heroine it may be that to do anything else would exalt the
heroheroine

43the
iudin 9 shot which is set in front of the actual salt
ludin
conc
concludin
concluding
the single exception is the concluding
re
lake temple all of the other historical settings are recreations
creations while there are many
settings that obviously have no historical reality there are scenes for example the hauns
mill episode and the nauvoo temple cornerstone laying that are based on and are meant to
reflect historical fact
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individual above the body of believers at large violating mormon belief in the worth of all
as equal members in a community of believers

the second and third narrative elements that is

Eli
the roles of the two alizas
zas are
elizas

interrelated even though they represent what appears to be the same character in the film
they function very differently

hollywood type
the young eliza embodies a classic hollywoodtype

seif interested struggling against seemingly insurmountable odds although
character self
represented as the young eliza grown old the elderly eliza on the other hand is very far
removed from the young eliza character

frame
frune element for
the elderly eliza provides a brame

not only eliza but for the film as a whole she is the reflective element the young eliza

camera presence starts the film and her commentary via her
grown old and wise her on
oncamera
voice over is interspersed throughout the film

the elderly eliza essentially represents

three attitudes a wise reflective believer the collective voice of the films otherwise

voiceless saints and the expositional voice of the church

at the close of the film

her

once individual interests as seen in the young eliza have been swallowed up in the

larger body of the faithful

although the framed elements at the films beginning and end are relatively short
they may be the most powerful influence over the films narrative meaning especially the

opening scene where the elderly elizas voice over provides the films context her
language and delivery are the most stately elements in the film

the framed structure seems

to control the film at least on the surface but it is the underlying episodic structure that

defines the films purpose
active
nann
in summary then legacy is non
ative or documentary in structure it has
narrative
nonnarrative
naff

attempted to impose a classic narrative through the young eliza element but it is the

elderly elizawho
eilza
ellza
eliza who functions as the films official voice reshaping
re
shaping and providing context

the episodic structure

along with the elderly elizasvoice
voice over is in conflict with the
elizas volce

young elizas dramatic role the episodic structure is purposeful and plodding
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irru
and resolution one might argue that
nediacyilnd
undercutting the young elizas attempts at arru
immediacy

the episodic structure strips any dramatic value from the young eliza role

if we turn to the stylistic elements or patterns of techniques legacy employs to
reinforce the narrative structure we find no pattern wholly consistent with classic

the scope of the art direction camera

hollywood narrative

editing and sound all appear

on the surface to be imitative of hollywood yet underneath something else is happening

701tun
first we cannot ignore the enormous scope of the 70mm image visually the 70mm
opulence and the films musical score are always before the viewer whether it is the
settings of independence hauns mill or nauvoo the scenes are large authentic and
carefully art directed

the scale of the films presentational form puts the art direction in

control of almost all aspects of the films stylistic approach

70nun form and the visual
the 70mm

backdrop for the action overpowers all other elements

wardrobe set construction and props are woven together in a solemn tapestry
because of their continued presence as a visual backdrop they become almost more real
and authentic than the featured characters resourceful and determined the saints are ever

in pursuit of the divine

there is no sense of a romantic resolution there is only

hardship and toil

the camera compositions never overtly accommodate a featured characters
dramatic purpose

the camera is almost always static without any attempt to create an

artificially coherent fictional space 44

all of the scenes are treated

seldom does the camera move in for close
ups
closeups

as master shots and very

there is no visual intimacy in presenting

personality or interpersonal
inter personal relationships characters simply enter and exit the frame

the classic hollywood narrative camera framing determines the coherence of
fictional space the director manipulates the camera to create a threedimensional
three dimensional world
which seems to extend beyond the bounds of the film frame by using camera elements
such as eyeline
eye line match sho
shotreverse
treverse shot and cutting on action heshe
beshe can extend the
visual elements beyond the edge of the frame
441n
in

50

45 in most cases it is the large historical backdrop
it45
making only slight movements within it

that determines the frame and the characters are fixed within

it all is shot with the

apparent intention of keeping the action within the frame of the static camera

there were potentially many opportunities for camera movement which might have
aassisted in the dramatic development of the story A good illustration of this is the scene

when

elizas brother johnny returns and reconciles with the family young eliza runs to

greet him by exiting one shot and entering another her movement out of one frame to the
next endows the scene with an emotional element not seen elsewhere but this creation of a
fictional space seldom happens elsewhere in the film another example the only instance

close up takes place in a british chapel where
of a pure close shot not even an extreme closeup

david tells the vicar of his conversion to mormonism the camera closes to an overshoulder shot and the viewer senses something personal intimate and in this case
fral
spiritual but there are few scenes where camera movement or frai
ning create dramatic
framing

energy consequently there is no sense that this is a classical hollywood approach

often the films lighting appears dark and brooding to match the saints persecution
and western flight clearly we could relate this to schraders use of the everyday

the

never ending plodding aspect of the westward trek but then we will view a bright happy
neverending
scene that reflects more a romantic notion than any consistent lighting approach across the
length of the film

this may have been partially the result of being dependent on natural

setting
settin across several seasons

an example of this is david and elizas farewell on the trek

mormon
as he leaves for the morl
non battalion
mori

there is almost a cheerful moment with the

characters who are set off in a beautifully wooded scene of lurn
inous spring greens
luminous

450ne might argue that this limitation of camera
carnera movement is influenced more by
merrills choice of the 70mrn
70mm format than a conscious structural choice but the visual effect
is the same
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on the contrary great care is given to lighting the interior scenes for example

in

young elizas opening scene in the barn and later in the house when she first meets the
prophet joseph the lighting is controlled for dramatic effect shafts of light and careful
back lighting present both eliza and the prophet joseph in a hallowed setting this clearly
backlighting

establishes them as central characters but it is in contrast with most of the dark exterior
saints fateful trek occasionally there will be a scene
scenes which match the tone of the saintsfateful

that cuts against this but to be fair it is obviously easier to light a room than a landscape
with available light

editing is also used minimally when compared to classic hollywood structure

46

there are very few editing effects other than the direct linking of one scene to the next
ups
closeups
each scene is usually treated as one camera take without any attempt to cut to close

the actors work in groups of two or three

yAng
frai tang
framing
facing the camera in more theatrical fral

for example in potentially one of the most religiously moving sequences of the film
young elizas healing at council bluffs the camera shot is framed in a wide establishing
in law betsy and elizas little sister in
shot at one end of elizas tent with eliza her sister
sisterinlaw

the foreground eliza has cholera

her friend jacob enters in the background with the

prophet joseph recently released from prison with little dramatic setup
set up jacob and the
prophet place their hands on her head and she is healed

the entire sequence is shot from

a wide angle with only two quick reaction shots of betsy and elizas little sister

little care

is taken to construct a visual progression of images and build the dramatic moment even

though this scene has the potential in a classic hollywood presentation of becoming highly
charged as a transcendent moment it is never edited to take advantage of the moment

the

46the
the continuity editing of classic film style effaces the moment of transition from
one shot to the other
for example point of view shots using the eyeline match of one
otherfor
character to the eyeline of another in addition the imatch
natch cut on action allows
juxtaposition of shots which reinforce viewer perception that heshe
beshe is in a real world and
unaware of the cinematic artifice all this bears on drawing the spectator into the fictional
world
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scene is played as though it were two dimensional stylized portraiture in the style of

bresson it is clear that the director wants a classical dramatic performance but stylistically
filmmaker
flim
maker
filemaker
naker
he treats some scenes much like the transcendental film
in its use of sound especially the music score legacy clearly imitates the

hollywood religious epic there is no thematic score but merrill has employed a
symphonic score for each scene and sequence

mori
morl non hymns
there is a selection of mormon

sung by the tabernacle choir as well as classical pieces here merrill imitates the

specifically for shaping the

hollywood tradition since his music is used wall to wall

viewers perception of the scenes here is cinematic sensuousness at its height there is
no attempt to suppress it for schraders transcendental effect

thus what one finds in

legacy is a mixture of structural and stylistic elements that attempts a classic hollywood
fictional but is continually undermined by other elements

the young eliza is continually

crises her brothers desertion her mothers
set upon by family difficulties and spiritual crisesher
death the saints expulsion etc but her personal drama is continually undercut by the

episodic structure of the historical events

the films structure is more cyclical in effect

hope industry and expulsion over

and over again there is no clear fictional event or enigma that is initiated and resolved in a

classic hollywood way

the rise and fall within each setting provides no room or impetus

over arching dramatic development
for overarching

for example when elizas mother dies the viewer

never sees a clear causeandeffect
cause and effect relationship

fal
nily stands at her grave site with the
family
the fai

wagon train moving off in the distance it is the voice
over of the elderly eliza that
voiceover

provides perspective here we are witnesses to the violence at hatins
hauns mill where johnnie

elizas brother

is shot but his actual death is never shown

all of these events are stitched

together selectively but there is no sense that we are seeing a fictional story

this is

history being selectively told and it is the elderly elizas voice
over that draws
voiceover

conclusions and provides perspective there is never a sense of traditional dramatic
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completion to young

elizas personal story the end is known from the beginning

in

dramatic terms

even when there is the possibility for developing strong wellrounded
well rounded characters in
a realistic setting as in the romantic scenes of davids and

jacobs courting of eliza it is

not the womans personal drama that controls narrative development eliza jacob and

david are rarely seen in the same scene or shot together whenever eliza is on screen she
is either alone or with only one of the two men

there is no dramatic tension the

romantic scenes are very short almost implied in fact jacob never gets an opportunity to
voice his affections to eliza on screen

therefore despite the films evident interest in presenting young eliza as the
controlling element the viewers attention is continually re
redirected
directed to the films episodic
backdrop it is these episodic historical settings coupled with the elderly elizas voice
over that eventually give shape to the narrative structure one never senses that the
dramatic young eliza and the others are real characters
the backdrop of the churchs westward movement

they are only figures set against

the characters

become almost

stereotypical somehow representing not themselves in a fictional world but as standins
stand ins for
all the faithful it is the churchs divine mission
rnission that becomes the films focus although

characters fall along the way for example elizas brother and mother the church will
thern
move on without them

even elizas final decision to marry david which should be a central dramatic
moment in elizas story is played in front of a temple construction backdrop it is the
saints devotion to the temples completion that theviewer
the viewer is continually brought back to
characters9 individual
the characters
9

lives become almost irrelevant their dramatic purposes

submerged within the larger body of saints if no one individual is of sufficient

importance there can never be a dramatic structure where the protagonists dilemma is of
sufficient importance to take precedence over the churchs eternal forward movement
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the

aisher will to the churchs forward
only dramatic tension occurs when the character bends hisher
movement legacy
legacysis most significant character is not the young eliza nor even the

elderly eliza

the most significant character is the collective saints

revealed in their

committed to a higher cause than individual personal interests

one additional element related to the films episodic design needs amplification
le2acv Is structure shifts completely away from any sense of a
towards the end of the film legacys
hollywood narrative or for that matter even a documentary construction specific
historical events no longer control the films structure
into a timeless montage of wagon train images

time line shifts
the films realistic timeline

all the scenes are shot in wide angle

rhythm builds climactically through music and editing

this is the films high point

but a
in
hi

terms of legacy this could be considered a transcendent moment it is grounded in the

episodic structure but breaks out in a higher form that brings what was only background
saints to the forefront of the film
the general populace of saintsto

one sequence illustrates this stylistic shift the setting is gloomy it is raining As
the wagons weave through entangled trees the morley family wagon slides off the trail and

tumbles into the river and capsizes
rush in to help the distressed

the horses thrash about desperately other characters

this is the most moving scene in the film it is shot in a

master scene with a couple of medium shots of the morley family collecting themselves on
the river bank and then gathering their belongings and trudging on westward

the scene is sweeping in its visual impact that we see
more tangible and real here than anywhere else in the film

sense the ineffable as being

the actuality of the scene draws

47 we sense that the scene is real
the viewer emotionally intort
into it 47we
intoit

over us we hear

and as the images wash

come come ye saints underneath we grasp if only for a moment

47the
the scene was not staged it was an accident
stream
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the wagon actually slid into the

this is not a highly charged dramatic hollywood resolution

a sense of the divine

nor is it

aderian stasis but a simple and profound illumination of devotion a devotion that
schraderian
Schr

convinces there is a divine 48 it is not the witness of one but many it is the divine seen as
clearly as perhaps as the holy can be seen

from this point on in the film young eliza speaks no further lines of dialogue
she simply disappears from the film for that matter there is little dramatic action until the
elderly elizas voice takes control of the film in the final scene

the young elizass role as

a central dramatic figure is subsumed within the sweeping sequences of the wagon trains

westward movement

the young eliza becomes just one among many saints this is a

critical movement from the perspective of a LDS filmmaking aesthetic it defines clearly
the individual

body of christ relationship

the individual

the young eliza has become

part of the will of the church there is nothing separate left of the young elizas romantic
hopes or spiritual doubts her voice has found a oneness within the elderly eliza and the

elderly eliza within the larger churchs legacy of faith

how does legacys
legacys structure and stylistic elements compare to schraders
transcendental aesthetic

has merrill intentionally used stylistic elements in a consistent

way to create a text that could be representative of an LDS filmmaking aesthetic

A

comparison of le
legacys
tacys overall approach to the movements and stylistic elements in

schraders transcendental style may be helpful

legacy and the transcendental style
As 1I mentioned earlier there appears to be little relationship at first glance between
and schraders transcendental style one would certainly not confuse it with a film
legacy
le
by bresson or ozu

the surround

sound 70mm presentational form is clearly an

48the
the scenes power is grounded in a theological principle that the will of the one
will be swallowed up in the will of the father this may be one element of an LDS
44

cinematic aesthetic
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offspring of the hollywood classic narrative it is clear from the outset that the film is not

twodimensional
using transcendental elements such as effaced characters two
dimensional framing flat
lighting etc but how can one account for the transcendental elements that do emerge in

structure
struc
act structures
tures
threeact
de
the film such as deemphasizing
turel
emphasizing a single central protagonist and classic three
squashing some traditional visual presentations with theatrical framing eliminating
continuity editing etc

Is there a clear transcendental influence guiding the

films

structural and stylistic choices or are other elements imposing themselves on the films
structure

one might claim that the 70mm format simply restricted stylistic choices but

this does not explain all the similarities with schraders transcendental style

legacys

visual abundance could never be construed as anything similar to schraders everyday

but 1I contend that in a strange way the size of the image actually reinforces what could be
construed as the disparity of the episodic structure although the sensuousness of the
70rrim
70mm image is almost overwhelming it continually redirects attention to the backdrop of

toiling persecuted saints

in terms of character development merrill is clearly seeking to create
psychologically well
rounded characters but 1I believe that he never quite accomplishes it
wellrounded
at least in terms of traditional hollywood standards

na resolution in
enigma
enigmaresolution
there is no clear enigi

terms of the young eliza character it is clear that the character of young eliza is an

attempt at more than a two
twodimensional
dimensional performance but her dialogue and expression take
fl

on an flunconventional
unconventional nature

this may not be deliberate

it may be a lack of character

development rather than any attempt at effacing the characters for a Bresso
nian effect
bressonian

occasionally we get a glimpse of a well
rounded character as in the scene on the steps of
wellrounded
in most instances however the viewer never
elizas house when david romances her intnost
it

gets close to her character in a way that makes her a real living person

the viewer is

never able to fill in the emotional gap between her romantic joys and her spiritual

sufferings
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for example one of young elizas central dramatic purposes revolves around the
periods as david and jacob spar for her
period
romantic intrigue during the films nauvoo pernod

affections

ature classic structure with a clear
mini acture
this segment essentially has a miniature

all episodic frame elsewhere
overall
beginning middle and end inserted within the films over

the characters role is too flimsy to exert any significant influence on the narrative shape of
the film and we should not forget that even this romance is set against the backdrop of the

saints construction of the nauvoo temple

the young eliza story element is almost a

conscious overlay
non expressive acting
the actors performances give us more than schraders nonexpressive

but

the dialogue between the characters is often awkward and stilted relying on commentary

from the elderly eliza for support and focus in reality elizas personal story is simply a
diversion from what is really the films purpose it is a glimpse of what it means to be part

of a larger religious communitys legacy of faith as opposed to a microcosm of
individual experience it may be that the young elizas role is used as an appetizer to hold

viewers attention since they have been nourished on the opulence of the traditional

hollywood film

the average film viewer expects romance and dramatic resolution

legacys
legacy
le2acys structure is not a vehicle for young elizas personal drama but an illustration a
non traditional
deeper cinematic aesthetic that is nonnarrative
non narrative and nontraditional

the episodic cycle of settlement and strife is part and parcel of the historical saints
westward movement

the actual historical

events appear almost to creep into and give

everydayness to the films highly sensuous visual and aural experience it is here we see
the closest similarities with schraders transcendental style

this structure functions

much like the first two movements of schraders style the everyday and disparity

very
A

series of scenes are strung together to create at least in principle if not in tone the rise and
fall a tension and relaxation as each settlement is built and abandoned between these are

wagon train transitions which build toward the end of the film
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there is a similarity here to

the dull sparseness of the transcendentals everyday

ae
1e 64
65
6465
transcendental Sstyle

it is

the repetition of common events compounded on top of each other in order to strip reality

of its sensuousness but in contrast to what schrader describes it is not a stylistic effort to
find an abstract stasis

the episodic scenes

one after another create a rhythm that is

repetitive but never ending there is no sense of the story coming to completion to a
classic resolution but neither is there a crowning moment of stasis rather it is witness to
the divine revealed in the saints relentless search for a place of safety where the divine
will reveal its arm

but how does legacys
legacys other stylistic elements support this

aesthetic
As was pointed out earlier

legacys
legacys static camera makes some effort at a seamless

dimensional world but is unsuccessful at least in traditional
conventionally realistic three
threedimensional
two
hollywood terms characters are theatrically presented in a static twodimensional
dimensional frames
ups nor is there an effort through editing to create a sense of rhythm
closeups
there are few close
or pacing to heighten dramatic moments As schrader describes it this pacing denotes
steady rhythmic succession of events
It

irregular
itregular
regular

the films editing for the most part is governed by

unostentatious cuts in which each shot each event leads to the next

transcendental style 68

with the treatment of sound there is a clear distinction between legacy and

ozus interest in
schraders transcendental style while it is comparable to bressons and azus
only documentary sounds natural to any setting it is strikingly different in its musical

under scoring any sort of natural die
getic sound is often buried beneath the sweeping
diegetic
dietetic
music if there is one distinctive difference from schraders transcendental style it is the

aggressive use of music even here there is no governing thematic score but a collection of
musical styles

the mixture of christian hymns and classical themes is not representative

of hollywood or schrader but more representative of a traditional documentary form in
that some of the hymns are authentic to the times and places depicted in the film
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filmmaker as in other
filmmaker
schrader argues that to capture a glimpse of the ineffable the filemaker
religious art must reject all conventional interpretations of reality

it is clear that legacy

while attempting to appear realistic is in fact not realistic in terms of classic hollywood
films

the episodic structure of legacy clearly undercuts the classical narrative form

which means the young eliza as an individual character full of passions and personal

desires must simply disappear from the story line and the elderly eliza must take over to
44

44normalize
normalize

or conventionalize

the episodic narrative movement of the film gradually takes on the feeling of the
everyday the banal and commonplace of everyday living

but while for schrader the

purpose of this everyday is to create the repetitious and dull for the saints it is the search
for a living divine and a zion community

this cannot end with one individual story it is

on going eternal process
an ongoing

here the viewer is confronted with a series of hopes and dashed dreams that in
LDS
DS religious aesthetic
many ways is the essence of an L

the literal movement from one

sequence or setting to the next is part of the cyclical rise and fall of seeking over and over
again from one generation to the next the garden of eden or the new jerusalem but the

new jerusalem is only to be found somewhere over the next horizon hopefully the
sorne resolution in the construction of a temple a symbolic representation
saints will find some

of the house of god where the transcendent can be found

this is a type of the

unendingness of the family unit as it extends across time no one generation assuming more
importance than the next it is the leaving and the acceptance of a legacy of faith that
binds one to the next

legacy offers neither a classical resolution nor transcendental moment of stasis it
P

is instead a form that rejects the classic dramatic structure which seeks a final fixed

resolution while the underlying episodic structure of legacy clearly resembles schraders
first two movements of the everyday and disparity
60

it also directly rejects the third

a prelude to the moment of redemption

movement of stasis the decisive moment
when ordinary reality is transcended

stylee 39
40
3940
transcendental siy
sin

legacy is not

n t that freezes the emotional into expression
moment
interested in creating a stylistic mome

78
savle
7s
stvle as
transcendental style

there is no need in legacy to create a deeper more foreboding

sense of despair in order for it to rupture out into physical reality
11

transcendental style
savle
stvle

82
frorna
florna
from a very narrow perspective

legacy

s

and by implication a LDS aesthetic

must reject any resolution that is a classical dramatic structure or a transcendental stasis

unlike bressons characters who seek death as a resolution the saints simply move on
forward knowing that one day in the future all will be fulfilled even death is not a final
closure to spiritual development

it is schrader who provides a hint of where a LDS

filmmaker carl
cinematic aesthetic might be grounded in his discussion of the danish filmmaker
filemaker

dreyer particularly of his film ordet 1954

schrader provides a possible key

schrader complains that dreyer is under the influence of the northern gothic
which expresses a conflicted aesthetic where bressons southern byzantine gothic

appears to unify space in order to present only one focal point one tension and one
confrontation

dreyers northern gothic divides space transcendental style

145

where bresson is the artist of the resurrection the artist of stasis dreyers film at least
as schrader would have it

seems restless discontented and at odds with itself

transcendental style 145- 46

the reason for this is that dreyer especially in ordet

is

dependent on a physical sensual reality which schrader complains confuses him about
whether the transcendent is an outer reality or an inner reality

he says that dreyer

creates the surface of reality and then seemingly becomes enamored with the surface itself

mistaking the means for the end transcendental style 119

ordet does employ the transcendental styles everyday

all the scenes are shot

primarily in one room of a rather bland house in black and white with a determination to
61

strip any visual sensuousness

the rhythms of the scenes are repetitious and monotonous

at least until the story is ruptured by a resurrection A closer look at the film may be

helpful

ordet iss the story of a danish family which is at odds with organized religion

they refuse to attend the local congregation the rather gruff old father has his own
perspective about spirituality and institutional religion if this is not problematic enough
his son john wanders the house quoting passages from the bible as though he were

christtt
christ I am jesus of nazareth
1tt

christ

1

I

people believe in the dead christ but he is the living

have come back to bear witness of heaven and perform miracles

the neighbors and local parish leader who think he is crazy

this irritates

faintly essentially ignores
the family

him As the father jousts with the local parson and john wanders about the house speaking

of himself as the resurrection and the life inger johns sister in law is about to give
birth

all appears normal

but during the labor inger dies

the family is struck dumb

but john the supposed lunatic raises her from the dead

the key point in ordet in terms of dreyers rejection of a final stasis is the
allegorical use of john who is according to schrader
age

transcendental style 133

the reincarnated christ of a later

within the context of the story johns odd monotone

and uninflected pronouncements create a bizarre disparity a distortion of reality yet he
in law from the dead applying the characteristics of the transcendental
raises his sister
sisterinlaw
style schrader needs to interpret johns character as the element of disparity in the story

and schrader is disappointed with dreyer because at the moment of stasis ingers
resurrection the figure of disparity john simply disappears from the story schrader
argues that one would expect that the character who experiences the disparity and makes
the decisive action would be the central character it is his disparity which must result in
stasis

transcendental style 135

but there is no stasis at the moment that john raises

inger dreyer is after something different

he is clearly uncomfortable
62

here with a story

that ends in stasis

the transcendent moment he seeks is very much grounded in the here

and now of reality

he seeks a wholly other who reveals itself within reality and not

sorne abstract internalized impression in ordet an arm of god reaches through the veil
some

into the immanent and heals inger

what irritates schrader is that dreyer seems to accept only part of the transcendental
style even worse is

dreyers rejection of the final moment of stasis an act which appears

intentional on dreyers part what schrader misses is johns true purpose in the film
believing that he john has been recycled back into life dreyer uses the decisive action
to reaffirm humanity it does not disembody the passion of physical reality it re
reembodies
embodies
it transcendental style 136

schrader feels a transcendental artist must eliminate the

physical if the spiritual is to find stasis in bresson schrader sees that stasis or death lead
to iconography and art but in dreyer death is overcome schrader complains

emphasis shifts from johns divinity back to ingers corporeality
135

the

transcendental style

in ordet the divine can make its presence known within the immanent something

only partially sees
schrader onlypartially

dreyer does not want stasis he seems to prefer perpetual

disparity the body and soul always alive and in tension
is the key point

transcendental style 136

this

life is not found in death but in contact with a living divinity dreyer

even goes to far as to have inger confirm her joy with a passionate kiss

it is my contention that at least in the case of ordet dreyer has not missed
completing schraders final movement of stasis but shown the ineffable the

transcendent as part and parcel of the immanent although john is a symbolic figure he
is also a living breathing appearance of the transcendent that ruptures reality momentarily

there is disparity here but it is in preparation for the transcendent to reveal itself within
the immanent

this is not an aesthetic of martyrdom

and death but one of living it is

ingers passionate kiss with her husband that renews the earthly experience and gives
meaning to life

the immanent is endowed with the ineffable
63

what is critical to this study is that in ordet the transcendent is revealed as a
minded idea but it could provide
simpleminded
tangible corporeal reality it is a simplistic even simple
baking aesthetic there may be no
cilmi
filmi naking
at the very least an interesting principle for an LDS filmmaking
need to create an impression of the divine by freezing reality in some abstract stasis

the

divine is a tangible real presence
schrader may believe that bresson is the artist of the resurrection the artist of
scendqntal sty
style 147
stasis gran
transcendental
tran

but he has misconstrued the transcendent schraders

transcendent experience at least as seen from an LDS perspective is an artistic contrivance
that rejects reality in the hope of finding an intangible expression of an ineffable rather
never ending experience with a living
than working its way to salvation and exaltation in a neverending
alifeless stasis an endless moment of
present transcendent Schrader
schraderss aesthetic ends in a lifeless
9

tranquility for dreyer particularly in

ordel the end is a moment of transformation it is
ordet

a new beginning that does not take us out of this world but helps us move through it

sodic structure life is a cyclical neverending
episodic
never ending
eti
like the rise and fall of legacys
le2acy
legacys episodic
eli
eil
etisodic

experience of searching for moments when there is unity and we can briefly see the divine
incarnate within reality before it falls back into the immanent but the fall is not into the
prison house of abstract stasis but a place of hope where the transcendent may reach

through and reveal itself

summary
A SuiT
unary
sult
unaly

an LDS film aesthetic can have no place for schraders frozen moment of
transcendental stasis

an LDS cinematic style may share some aspects of the

transcendental style schrader identifies such as grounding imagery in the everyday
which then builds into an episodic feeling of disparity but there is no need for an abstract
stylized moment of stasis there is a fundamental difference here between schraders

understanding of the transcendent and latterday
latter day saint theology
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the nature of the

transcendent is critical in understanding what a LDS filmmaking aesthetic might be there
is no need to transcend reality for the LDS because the transcendent reaches into reality

itself

while schrader believes that the transcendent can find expressive form only in
artifacts which express something of the transcendent
human art or orartifacts

mormon theology

believes that the transcendent is with us LDS theology offers a transcendent who is a
49 that manifests himself in not just artifacts but on all three levels
reality49
living breathing reality49that
reality

schrader identifies as sacred art

1

works that come directly from the transcendent that

is nature holy scripture contemporary revelation and we must add manifestations of the

holy spirit

2 works which express the

transcendent whether it be zen gardens or

iconography 3 works which relate the human experience of the transcendence

transcendental Sstyle 6 no matter their form of expression

1I

think it is very difficult to

argue for artistic contrivance as a means of making contact with the ineffable when the
ft

arm of god is a theological reality

his presence is immanent through all creation

whether through nature works of art or individuals from an LDS perspective the
7

transcendent is present throughout reality although often unseen or unrecognized one
purpose of spiritual growth is to recognize the face of god in all of its manifestations
1I

intend no disrespect for schraders effort here his theology carries the burden of

an intangible deity

what he does understand is the power of the cinematic medium and he

incorporates a theological framework and spiritual purpose within his cinematic aesthetics

he rejects the hollywood model that simply entertains and titillates for an aesthetic that

the fusion of the body form
for example the concept of soul in LDS theology
theologythe

49
49for

suggests that there are multiple levels of possible spiritual or
transcendent experience ones own spirit manifested within the body a personal witness
from the holy spirit gods spiritual presence imbued throughout reality etc if one
believes the LDS principle that reality is infused with Sspiritual
piritual presence then the
transcendent is all around us for schrader the spiritual is only an intellectual concept
distanced from him and impersonal
and soul content
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grapples with the deeper issues of faith and repentance

we catch a glimpse of a young

matter of fact passage
schraders devotion in this rather matteroffact
A form can express the common ground in which all things share an experience
can only express one mans reaction to that common ground both form and
experience can lead to experience however this conundrum perhaps can be

clarified by this sequence of possible events a certain form the mass
transcendental style expresses the transcendent A viewer perceiving and
appreciating that form undergoes the experience of transcendence he then seeks
to evoke that same feeling in his friend he tells his friend exactly how he feels his
friend is curious and faintly amused but does not share the speakers transcendent
feelings in order to successfully induce transcendence in his friend the viewer
would have had to transform his feelings into a form as transcendental style does
in which his friend could perceive the transcendent and then experience
52
transcendence transcendental style
sinie 51
5152

schrader seeks no more than any believer or artist everyone has the need to touch the
divine but also to share that experience with someone else historically this has been the
role of the church a congregation of believers experiencing and sharing with each other
their striving for contact with the divine

1I

believe schrader is convinced that formal

religion has lost its ability to create a place where that can happen for him there is too
much emotion and too little internalizing of the transcendent experience his almost

obsessive interest in the transcendental style is a last ditch effort to reach and share
transcendent moments
mornen
ts
in conclusion then how different is schraders dilemma from the experience of the

lu

day saint legacy appears to have an uncomfortable relationship with both the
latterday
latter
classical hollywood narrative structure and schraders transcendental style it reveals a
mixture of structural and stylistic tools that come from both narrative and non
narrative
nonnarrative

models those who made the film appear to be consciously doing certain things and others
unconsciously
1I

1I

would summarize as follows

in terms of a transcendental aesthetic ones conception of deity will ultimately
shape structural and stylistic elements
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2

at least as schrader requires it in the
transcendental style is in conflict with a LDS concept of divinity a stylized
abstract ineffable can not be a living tangible god

the conception of an ineffable unknown

schraders understanding of the need to crush films sensuousness is valuable but
his rejection of the physical goes too far by perceiving the ineffable as inherently
and necessarily immaterial and abstract he fails to appreciate the balance required
between the sacred and the profane as well as the souls physical and spiritual

dimensions
3

legacys

voice over elements undercuts both
use of an episodic structure and voiceover
hollywood and transcendental elements and provides expositional opportunities it
has some similarities to schraders transcendental style but for different purposes
other worldly stasis while legacys saints are seeing the living
schrader seeks an otherworldly

god

the films episodic

structure appears to have emerged out of historical events and
driven narrative must be balanced by
herodriven
the underlying principle that traditional hero
the idea of a community of believers 50
4

aws
surround sound presentation exalts the immediacy
ass opulent large format surroundsound
legacys

of the experience itself and overpowers other structural and stylistic devices that
might assist in presenting a transcendental aesthetic more compatible with LDS
carnera position
theology the rather unimaginative use of visual techniques from camera
and movement to editing reveals no clear cinematic approach at least one
consistent enough to reflect a style
5

filmmakers like dreyer in particular in his film ordet model ways in which a
cinematic form might ground itself in an aesthetic based on an incarnate
transcendent reality as opposed to an abstract stylized stasis

schraders argument is that he has identified a transcendental style that is
sufficiently broad to encompass all religious experience
but it is not broad enough to
experiencebut

encompass an LDS concept of deity it is clear that schraders idea of deity is very
different from the latter
day saints anthropomorphic godhead LDS theology has put a
latterday

would contend that legacys episodic structure is grounded in a theological
principle the episodic structure may be more true to an LDS aesthetic than any other 1I
am not suggesting that classic dramatic forms must be dispensed with but 1I think that more
thought
thou
ntation ought to be given to challenging the classic aristotelian and
experimentation
perime natation
jerime
9 ht and ex
conventional hollywood structures IMR imposes a form and attitude on artists and their
work that is in conflict with hebraic forms erich auerbach is one who has explored
biblical narratives as a representation of artistic pattern the devotion behind the moving
wagon train montage in legacy
leracy creates a deeper awareness of the more profound
relationship of man to man and man to god
501
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face on deity that is far from schraders more abstract view of deity
to reject

51

it is important not

schraders effort to identify elements of a transcendental style because of

theological differences but to determine which elements may be valuable for an LDS
filmmaking aesthetic

schraders work makes it immediately clear that exploration of the spiritual in film
art is a very complex and slippery thing it is a subtle and complex problem how can one
create a form that induces a faithful repentant experience

while we reject schraders

conception of deity we must value his introduction of the concepts of the everyday and
disparity as well as his attempt to describe an artistic form that internalizes religious

experience even within a common theological framework such as that shared by artists
within the LDS church there will be extreme differences in representing personal religious

perspectives in a cinematic form

schrader was reared as dutchcalvinist
dutch calvinist and actually did early preparation to join
the priesthood mormonism introduces multiple forms and purposes of deity
delty including
deityincluding
the belief that god and christ have anthropomorphic forms that gods presence the holy
spirit emanates throughout the world and that he witnessing presence of the holy ghost
is felt within the physical body this considerably shifts the traditional concept of the
ineffable as seen in catholicism and protestantism as well as represented in traditional
religious art and aesthetics
51
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the artist walks a tight rope alive in tension

conflict and
risk eliade chose a similar metaphor to describe the
spiritual quest in the last of the journey of the soul the soul
must go over a bridge this bridge is as thin as a thread
and as sharp as a sword ahead is divine presence below
this bridge are the demons 0of the underworld

f

christine laub novak52

CHAPTER V

conclusion AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

this purpose of this study is to explore if and how a cinematic

art form can

represent spiritual or transcendent reality particularly how cinema can represent theology

how can a medium so dependent upon representing physical reality present the images of a
spiritual reality

filmmaking has been the target of much criticism because of its power to

understand the deeper working of the cinematic
represent reality better than reality but few understandthe
form 53

1I

have argued that the moving image can represent a spiritual reality that it can

take the stuff the sounds shapes colors and movements of physical reality and make it
44more
more

real than the real can make the immanent appear transcendent
in the introduction 1I presented a series of questions

a transcendental aesthetic or film style

2

1

Is it possible to conceive of

how have classic hollywood versus foreign

thernes and ideas
filmmakers represented spiritual themes

3 in

comparison how have LDS films

in apo
apostolos
stolos cappadonas art creativity and the sacred 15
apostoloscappadonas
53this
ghis
this criticism is primarily motivated by the distribution systems of television and
hollywood there is an interest in hollywood to see film as an art form but
commercialism is by far its higher priority in addition the ease of recording cinematic
images and stories hides the deeper workings of films structural and stylistic elements in
other art forms these elements liec
ile closer
lie
loser to the mediums surface few question the
applicability of a brush stroke or the purpose of an actors movement across the stage
cinema has the ability to disguise all this
52cited
cited
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and filmmakers used the transcendental style or stylistic elements to represent the

transcendental

4 in conclusion can any aesthetic principles be identified that might be

helpful in guiding the LDS filmmaking community
1I

would like to summarize my findings in the framework of these questions from

an LDS perspective that encompasses theology as well as film form and content
Is

there A cinematic transcendental aesthetic

there is confusion of religious terminology and definitions and when one adds
LDS theologys concepts of deity it becomes even more complicated

the confusion rests

not with issues of cinematic style but by what is implied by the word transcendent

A

review of schraders transcendental style reveals confusion as to how the terms

transcendent

transcendental

and transcendence have been defined historically As

schrader points out artistic efforts throughout history have been primarily concerned with
seeing beyond the immanent the here and now to a higher plane of spiritual awareness

but modern LDS theology challenges both the historical concept of the transcendent and
immanent how it reveals itself within temporal reality
ways in
in which the transcendent is immanenthow

schraders view of the transcendent as an abstract and impersonal deity is
incongruent with an LDS perspective

this puts mormon theology in opposition

with most

artistic and religious concepts of what is considered transcendent and what the framework

of what should be considered religious art 54 schraders transcendent is not identical with
an LDS transcendent

nor is the transcendent of ozu bresson and dreyer identical

prom
54frorn joseph smiths first vision to the very heart of LDS temple worship we
from
are introduced to the reality of a living physical divinity that stands just outside reality

beyond the veil
within reality

but can manifest itself in various forms both physically and spiritually

70

some LDS artists have suggested that the objective of
somelds
if

mormon
non art is to represent a
mori
morl

55
like
look
celestial art that is what a more pure otherworldly celestial reality might

but cinema is very much grounded in earthly or terrestrial reality at least to the degree that
it has to use representative imagery to create its form

here and now

the transcendent is present in the

the challenge is how to make the invisible visible without making it

common and earthly one must look along realitys edges or between light and shadow to
reveal it

an LDS cinematic

style must portray the divine not as some abstract intangible

concept but as a tangible force that has the power to representationally rupture
conventional reality as demonstrated in ordet for example and can literally heal the
living both physically and spiritually arthur henry king has said

abstracts they dont exist people exist
there are no such things as abstractsthey

thus it is

that principles are ultimately rooted in a gospel of personal relations god the
god of love makes us that he may have someone to love and to love him
hirn 56

this tangible force of the holy must be the touchstone of any LDS cinematic art form the
idea that the incarnated christ is willing to reveal his arm within the reality we occupy on
earth it is the rupture of the divine within the immanent that creates the dramatic moment

thus the purpose of an LDS transcendent cinematic style is not necessarily to create
fantastic or heavenly reality but to fim
dy ground its images in presenting the divine as a
firmly

presence within reality the living relationship between the living god and man
but at least two different
schrader describes not the transcendental style
stylebut
transcendental styles his condern
nation of dreyers technique could actually mark the
condemnation
erner
gence of a second transcendental style one with some
emergence
sorne affinities for LDS theology and

see for example merrill bradshaws discussion about celestial music and hagen
55see
halterns artistic study of celestial art
henry king now how shall we begin it doesnt much matter how
ts BYU philosophy club lecture february 28 1981 13
56 56arthur
arthur
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film
filmmakers
makers

at present no single cinematic transcendental aesthetic has been employed

successfully in publicly accessible films

sinie and the hollywood religious epic
the transcendental film style
historically art was primarily concerned with transporting the mind away from the
ternporal schrader is
temporal and profane but cinemas visual immediacy exalts the temporal

unrelenting in his criticism of the hollywood classic narrative and religious epics his
thernes have
film makers concerns with representing spiritual themes
concern is that many foreign filmmakers
been ignored by hollywood

cinerna
for schrader quoting amedee ayfre
affre the role of cinema

Js to cause in the spectator
is

the illusion of the sacred and not make fantasy seem real

filmmaker
film maker the illusion the sacred is
but for the LDS filemaker

16233
transcendental style 162

reality and sor
something
nething to be made more real

the key to schraders transcendental

style is

rejection of the hollywood narrative interest in representing the sensuousness of reality at
the expense of access to the spiritual

crush
for schrader films sensuousness must be crushed

schrader argues that the transcendental style patterned itself on the religious icon
which abstracted its visual representation to force the viewer to seek the truer image of the

transcendent in the minds eye

to truly seek the wholly other

one must eliminate all

contact with the immanent through the three
part movement of the everyday disparity and
threepart
stasis

the transcendental style forces the viewer to look beyond the realistic presentation

in any of its forms by flattening the image eliminating expressionistic acting slowing the

narrative it creates a cold stylization

emotionally
transcendental style 133 that er
notionally puts the

viewer into contact with something beyond reality

schrader is particularly critical of cecil B De
Milles sex and sand epics where
demilles
decilles
fireballs

zip across the screen and collide with blank tablets

where the operative

rationale is that the film is real the spiritual is on film ergo the spiritual is real
9

transcendental style 163

As schrader points out these films do induce a belief the

72

weeping of millions

but this belief cannot be ascribed to the holy other it is more

accurately an affirmative response to a congenial combination of cinematic corporeality and
holy9
holya
holy feeling

transcendental style 163

the key for the LDS filmmaker is in schraders criticism of dreyer for schrader
dreyer represents a stage in the development of the transcendental style an incomplete
form because he was conflicted schrader felt dryer relied too much on the gothic and

continually turned away from stasis back to a physical reality and the opposing elements
inherent in religious art in ordet dreyer presents the need to represent the physicality of
divine nature and its complex forces

this may be the beginnings of a less rigid concept of

transcendental style
1e
ty ae
legacy hollywood and the transcendental Sstyle

the most important idea that emerges from examination of legacy with the
framework of schraders transcendental style is the understanding that the ineffable is not
an abstraction in some other
worldly place but elemental within reality
otherworldly

the transcendent

from an LDS perspective stands outside of times borders waiting to reveal itself and it is
revealed or emanates through all creation

cornes
and each human consciousness comes
colnes into

physical reality as an essential transcendent element embodied in flesh incarnated if you
will during mortality humans are partially divine and thus are both within and beyond
willduring

time

the final refinement of schraders transcendental

style rests on a concept of a

nameless formless impersonal abstract deity beyond space and time from an LDS view
this deity is not a reality but an artistic fabrication that replaces the divine but in

schraders desire to eliminate all association with the immanent in search of the ineffable
he distorts the true balance between the sacred and the profane and rejects the idea of

incarnation the act whereby the divine enters into and redeems the immanent one has to
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look to

et or even legacy to see a transcendental aesthetic that provides a
dreyers ordet

better balance between the ineffable manifesting itself within the immanent
deucing a second
schrader actually undercuts his own argument bbyy introducing
intro ducing

transcendental style in his concluding chapter when he introduces jacques maritains
concepts of sparse and abundant means these terms are similar to the concepts of the
profane and sacred but better illustrate the balance between the physical sensuousness of
the visual image and the underlying spiritual immanence found in reality schraders

interest is to squash the sensuous realistic image in order to create an expression of the

transcendent he demonstrates this by suggesting that the transcendental style historically

spm
tuai cinema has had to
tual
spiritual
has worked to eliminate films ease of representation ppm
continually draw away from its potential being abundant at birth it had to discover the

style
158
qendenjal
ans
transcendental
ir

4sparse
sparse

emotional humanistic individualistic
three dimensionality experimentation

physical and sensual feelings

the

suat
sen suai
maritains abundant means include the sensual
characterized by soft lines realistic portraiture

they are the means concerned with practicality
sparse means are the cold formalistic hieratic

characterized by abstraction stylized portraiture two dimensionality rigidity
gran
transcendental
acen dental style 155
tran
scen

the spirit

schrader argues that the sparse refers to the proper means of

the less burdened they are by matter

more efficacious they are

transcendental style 154

it

the more destitute the less visible

the

this is because they are pure means for the spirit
spff
saff I C
1

his point is that

the ratio of abundant and sparse means can be a measure of the spirituality of a
cinematic work of art the more a work of art can successfully incorporate sparse
means within an abundant society the nearer it approaches its transcendental end

transcendental style 155

but then he counters the abundant means keep the body alive so that the sparse means can
elevate the soul

transcendental style
ty e 154

schrader is never clearer about his rejection

74

57 his transcendental style has no interest in the
statement57
of the physical than in this statement

physical and completely rejects christs incarnation and the plan of redemption as accepted
in LDS theology

and the
movementand
it is the young elizas familys ever forward movement

saints that balances out the sensuousness of legacys
legacys opulent
leyacy
backdrop of the wagon train saintsthat

format
it

what schrader fails to comprehend is that a truly transcendental style will not
elevate the sparse at the expense of the abundant nor will it elevate the abundant at the

expense of the sparse the physical and spiritual are inseparably connected although the
it

sensuousness of the cinematic image exalts the abundant

expense of the spiritual but is in fact its very life
each sustaining and energizing the other

58

the profane it is not at the

the sparse and abundant must merge

this is essentially the point of dreyers ordet

where the sparse setting and the monotone john are balanced by a literal resurrection and

ingers
ingeris passionate

physical embrace

despite this the LDS filmmaker should take schraders
schrader s work seriously especially
his attempt to find a cinematic style more compatible with spiritual themes once you get

past his obsession with abstracting divinity his questioning of hollywood models draws
clear attention to the delicate balance between the sacred and the profane in cinematic

representation his concepts of everydayness and disparity is not far removed from
LDS theologys interest in subjugating the physical to the spiritual

57even though schrader suggests that somehow the sparse and abundant balance
even
each other this contradicts his earlier discussion of stasis where there is no interest in
sustaining an aspect of the physical
581n
in a conversation with gene siskel schrader quoted from one of his scripts it
is not god who will save us it is we who will save god by battling by creating and
transmuting matter into spirit in siskel playing with ire Writer
Director schrader
writerdirector
pushes the limits chicago tribune september 1I111 1988 arts 6
it is clear schraders rejection of the physical and suggests something about his
interest in the existential themes of most of his films 1I do not see here any philosophical

it

1

inclination that the sparse and abundant are balanced and sustain each other
75

him in nature
the LDS filmmaker may find elements of the divine all about himin
works of art and in the expressions of others

in

the challenge is to put oneself in a place

where one can assist in encouraging its manifestation

this is more than technical

skill it is

accepting that ones gift must be perfected and then be willing to wait upon the divine
good the true and the beautiful are intertwined

59

the

the challenge of the LDS filmmaker is

no where
to represent an immanent transcendent whose presence is found everywhere and nowhere
in reality

principles of LDS filmmakers

although legacy
leracy and by implication LDS theology rejects the concept of

schraders abstract deity for a living personal god it does share with him a concern over
films sensuousness nature

1I

have identified at least in the case of legacy stylistic and

structural elements that are compatible for an expression of an LDS aesthetic

for example

surround sound presentations seems to either have
merrills interest in large format surroundsound
co opted any greater concern for discovering a
technically limited his stylistic choices or coopted
way to embody a transcendental LDS aesthetic despite this legacy seems to plow fresh
ground by allowing what is the most transcendent elementthe
element the montage of westward

marching saints
to emerge and find its presence within the film
saintsto

to understand the

cinematic at deeper levels requires a more serious concern about and awareness of
stylistic choices even though those choices must adapt themselves for each new idea or

theme what 1I reject is the attitude that simply turning the camera on a reasonably
constructed scene is sufficient for tapping into the deeper issues of LDS cinematic
representation of the spiritual

59for
for additional discussion of this idea see arthur henry king religion art
and morality the abundance of the heart salt lake city bookcraft 1986 119
138
119138
76

1I

am not confident that some prescriptive list of structural and stylistic elements is

valuable

approachit it is too narrow
this actually may be a major weakness of schraders approach

and restrictive

the very multiplicity of our concept of the divine and the many ways in

which it manifest itself within the immanent world would make this impossible

1I

would

propose that there are perhaps only general principles that might be a starting point in
makers anything more than this would quickly
filmmakers
creating a conversation among LDS film
become too religiously mosaic there are at least three potential aesthetic concepts or

principles that deserve highlighting
1

versus
us classical structures A very important discovery in this study is that
episodic ver

classic hollywood narratives may not always be the best model for representing religious

themes and ideas 1I would argue that legacys
legacys episodic structure is documentary in form
despite the effort to impose a classic narrative structure
ttaila
ita
a

love story

the insertion of a dramatic tension

is clearly to accommodate the general viewers perceived need for romantic

hollywood drama this says much about our entertainment needs but we ought to be
looking for more serious religious models or at least in everything we produce make sure
that abundant romantic notions do not strain the necessary balance with the more sparse
foundations the core of spiritual awareness
acy is how its episodic structure takes possession
legacy
what is important in terms of lep
lee

of the film

1I

am convinced that the episodic structure the rise
and fall of the saints
riseandfall

settlings and expulsions was not overtly designed into

legacys
legacyIs structure but imposed

itself it became more prominent because inherent within the films aesthetic is something
larger and more significant than elizas individual romantic notions it may be that the
search for zionwhere
zion where the divine will reveal its face to the body of christ the community

of saints

is more but not less than any individual dramatic struggle

must be part of the larger body of christ

the individual

this may mean that some individuals may

77

60
in this aesthetic no heroic
christ60
of
christ
archetype
the
whole
the
the
of
for
benefit
sacrifice

derith n ing the idea that the one a part is
undermining
characters can dominate a story line without un
never more important than many the whole

no individual story can be told without the

historical backdrop of christian devotion across time it is legacys background story the
rhythmic episodic sequences of the saints westward movement that holds the true visual
and emotional power
1I

am not suggesting that aristotelian drama must be dispensed with outright only

that it should not dominate traditional hollywood IMR structures tend to feature the
individual at the expense of the group not unlike auteur
authur theories that exalt individual

creativity

61
6

in legacy the young eliza must transform herself into the elderly eliza

is how that transformation takes place
missingis
what is most ccritical and dramatically missing

we see a portion of that metamorphosis but 1I am unconvinced the heros dilemma
cannot be highlighted at the expense of the larger body of christ as the church moves
across time

6
62

who is to say for example that narrative models are better for conveying spiritual
truths than experimental or documentary forms

unlike schraders paradigm of the

transcendent which must be revealed through iconic representations that transport the
viewers mind out of reality LDS structures do not have to be dominated by dramatic
narratives every visual form
forin whether expositional promotional documentary or

60this
this follows the type of christs atonement embodied in the individual who
sacrifices himself for the whole and yet we cannot look very far in scripture without
seeing abrahams journey to sacrifice isaac which is also clearly dominated by the idea of
the heros quest
61this
this is a clear rejection of the ideas of the artist as hero auteurism in its most
exaggerated forms and art for arts sake
621n
in addition film viewing may be one more way to help committed religious
people become part of the body of christ if film can give a shared spiritual experience
to viewers it obviously helps generate a community of believers that function as part of
the body of christ
78

experimental ought to take into account the fact that their representation of reality reveals

worldly and an LDS perspective of reality much can be learned
something of the other
otherworldly
from hollywood models but LDS filmmakers need to be open to other forms and

structures

63

we see this clearly in other LDS films for example mans search for

happiness where an expositional structure and dated visual effects still retain transcendent
power biblical narratives may be more compatible with LDS aesthetics than greek as

auerbach and others have explored

64

some attention should be directed toward the work of documentarians
document arians in particular
6 5 for grierson there
john grierson who is considered the father of the documentary film 65

non fiction film they were both
was no essential distinction between the fiction versus the nonfiction

fabrication of some reality what is valuable about his work is that he was committed to
political
oli
making film a ppolitical
tical and social instrument for change propaganda was not a dirty word
olitical

hirn but a description of how the film medium could be used to iiimprove
man kind it
for him
np rove mankind
ap
1

was to be used for the mobilization of mens mind to what was right and good
143
14344

grierson

should become a more aggressive
could and shouldbecome
from this perspective film couldand

fili m nakers
instrument especially in terms of
offilmmakers
bakers personal manifestos of values and

principles
in addition as the LDS faith expands across the world it should never be assumed
that any societys cultural heritage should be dominated by western civilizations

perspectives on story
storytelling
tellina what must be assumed is that our narrative models will need

631f
if

a classical dramatic form is employed with a central heroic character in a
mormon aesthetic it seems to me the heroic story line must find itself set against the
broader canvas of the religious community irrespective of whether the hero is a part of it or

reacting against it
64erich
erich auerbachs mimesis is particularly relevant as he explores the tension
enich
between greekroman
Gree kRoman and hebrew narrative forms
see griersons grierson on documentary
65see
and forsyth hardys biography on
docume
grierson john grierson A documentary biography
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to change to accommodate other cultures whose forms may be more compatible with a

transcendent reality what is clear is that filmmakers should not be driven solely by
conceptual models picked up at local movie theatre or video store
2 eclectic versus seamless

forms another guiding principle for LDS filmmaking is that

the model of hollywood fictional narratives with their seamless visual editing ought to be

questioned

the objective of a hollywood

film is to make the viewer believe that she has

stepped into a fictional space within which the viewer is captured

for them illusion

without viewer awareness of any illusion is the key obversely 1I have suggested that

legacy is an accumulation of disparate mixture of elements and this inconsistency in fact
may be a positive element

the core of this idea is reflected in hugh nibleys description

of early christian art

one thing thats always impressed me is that early christian and jewish art
of which you have a great deal now is almost uniformly bad its terrible
its so bad that in the world of greater artistic heritage it must have been
deliberate and 1I think it was deliberate they knew that all one could hope
for was to indicate the indescribable in a symbolic or sketchy way dont
try to give us heaven by special effects they knew they couldnt do it it
would be counterproductive
counter productive 66

slick classical representations may in fact draw our attention in the wrong direction their
execution is so polished that they inherently idealize story and character it may be that a

roughness of presentation as in schraders description of some elements of the
transcendental style undermines the idealized form and sends the minds eye looking for
something beyond the presentation

beyond the fact that an individual artist may wish to distort reality by presenting a
rough alternative form that suggests the other
worldly roughness of execution could come
otherworldly
from another source in fact this roughness may come because film is a collaborative form
and is constructed with many hands
66hugh
hugh

19x0 3
19803

nibley art symposium lecture brigham young university nov

80
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3

creator versus community A closely related principle is the relationship of the creator

to the religious community at large

the idea of an artist expressing collective values is

anathema to the creative world which prides itself on individual artistic genius

but in

terms of an LDS cinematic aesthetic the highest expression may need to be a communal
one
in panofskys style and medium in the motion picture

he suggests an interesting

model

cooperative effort in which all
it might be said that a film called into being by a co
operative
modem equivalent
contributions have the same degree of permanence is the nearest modern
of a medieval cathedral the role of the producer corresponding more or less to
the actors cameramen cutters
the director to the architect
the bishop
sound men makeup men and the divers technicians to that of those whose work
provided the physical entity of the finished product and if you speak to any one
of these collaborators he will tell you with perfect bona fides that his is really the
29 30
which is quite true to the extent that it is indispensable 2930
most important job
jobwhich
1I

find it interesting that schrader criticizes dreyer for his obsession with the gothic and yet

panofsky uses the image of a gothic cathedral to illustrate that the highest religious art form
may in fact an earthly physical representation of the divine that is created not by a single

artists effort but a collaborative creation of a body of believers panofskys parallel
cathedral building and filmmaking suggests that through the collaboration of
between cathedralbuilding
creatlon
creation
creati on the divine is revealed

behind panofskys idea of the cathedral as divine representation is a series of
concepts

1

tern
temporal
poral expressions of the

holy as physical reality take on material form

2

medieval cathedrals although revered for their unique religious expression are often
criticized for their rather eclectic and unfinished form 3 a film is a collaborative art

experience created unlike almost any othetart
other
art form with the individual and the group the
otheTart
body collectively supporting sharing and fulfil
ling each other and 4 from an
fulfilling
ecclesiastical perspective the relationship among participants must not be confrontational
but protective of both the individual and the organized church or group

81

this kind of

religious art is not marked by abstraction and stasis but is a clear representation of the

divines presence within reality
panofskys religious comparison is confirmed in pauls biblical analogy of the
body of christ where the body is made whole through the various gifts of its members
each complementing the others and all believing that god will somehow make up the
hirn
herself much like
hirnherself
film maker must see him
himherself
difference without appearing facetious the filmmaker

aacys
legacys
bacys
lacys saints or panofskys craftsmen moving forward ever preparing to build a house
unto the

lord the filmmaker must be as dependent upon others as himself and may have

to call on

god As jacques maritain points out the spiritual redeems art

religion alone can rescue art from its pretensions from the absurdity of believing
itself destined to transform ethics and life 67

the filmmakers

work must somehow frame a religious experience that cannot replace the

actual experience of touching the transcendent but may bring the viewer close enough to

the veil to see oneself clearly in addition

1I

would suggest that film can never replace

ritual ritual is participatory and goes beyond even visual language and experience

68

idea the role of the artist
another problem exists in the creator versus community ideathe
within the organized church panofskys analogy of the cathedral also indirectly addresses
the relationship of the artist and ecclesiastical authority As with the subtle balance needed

between the abundant and the sparse as well as the immanent and the ineffable the artists
efforts need to complement and not conflict with the churchs institutional eternal purpose

the idea that somehow any one can do without the whole or the whole without the one is

in ronald austin art contemplation or corm
kodity new oxford
nodity
commodity
review january february 1992 16 it is a review of jacques maritains art and
67cited
cited

scholasticism

68for
for more discussion of the relationship of ritual and the spiritual the moral and
the aesthetic see arthur henry kings religion art and morality in the abundance of
the heart salt lake city bookcraft 1986 119
138
119138
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destructive for an artist who hopes to express individual spiritual expression and enhance
the work of the church

in religion and

art thomas martland makes distinctions among the principles

concepts of faith and belief that are helpful in clarifying the artists the ones relationship
to the church

first he distinguishes the characteristics of the faithful artist it is the man

te where he
state
of faith fidesl
fidell
J who by thinking falls forward into the dark moves into a sta

has not previously been

52

the person of faith

52 martland uses an analogy of painting to

but in those things he shall see if he has faith
clarify

has faith not in things he has seen

faith is akin to painters use of light when that light gives existence to things the

painter paints when the light goes out the objects disappear when faith goes away or
grows weary its objects too disappear

faith is the falling forward out of that

52

accommodation into what is now not yet but nevertheless will be the new world

the individual artist must continually fall forward into faithful action
stable place to fall from his effort may be in vain

5511

but if he has no

thus martland introduces the balancing

concept of belief

trememdum
the contrast and counterpart to faith is belief whereas faith hovers in tigmemdum
always on the brink of the yet to be belief holds forth and idolizes in fasci
fascinare
fascinate
nare in
52 69
what religion has already established 51
5152

belief is like chiaroscuro where light becomes illumination the theatrical lighting of
objects

bestowing clarity on what was previously obscure

or the belief de
departs
ip arts the objects remain

52

when the light is removed

belief is stable the organized whole the

church the sure ground on which we stand it is always there the ob
j ect
object
act that remains even
when the light goes out it is historically what we are and know ourselves to be faith is
the desire to discover something new to contribute to the whole body

69martlands
Mart
martlands
lands use of the term idolizes implies fixing

there must be a

ones mind on that which can
onesrnind

be seen and interacted with such as the organized church or historical artifacts and a
structure that implies some historical context
83

balanced relationship between faith and belief within the individual soul and between

ecclesiastical authority and the individual artist As with the body and the spirit faith and
belief must nourish and sustain each other at all levels of their tension and expression

vision and insight must come from every participant in the body of christ or the
body is not whole and cannot expect to meet the bridegroom but no individual artist or

otherwise can bring something within the body that will destroy it

the welfare of the

whole body must come first if we are seeking to touch the divine we must submit
ourselves to something that is greater than we are

the wagon train must continue to move

on but this can only happen if we are seeking and being blessed with new visions that

move us toward seeing the face of god
new insights into the souls journey
not make it complete

70

artists must be active participants in seeking

to deny their participation is to maim the body and

but artistic efforts cannot be ends in themselves our hands are

7
there to assist in reaching toward the divine not to craft images that can replace hinn
hirn 1
him

possibilities for further research

given the complex areas related to this project it is not surprising that several
issues emerged which clearly deserve further attention

central to these is further discussion of the nature of mormon reality and its
recording via ci
nerna
cinema

the power of the cinematic process is that it can reconstruct reality

with physical and emotional materials which are a form of reality but what in fact is real

701tmay
it may be that there are two distinct functions for media in a religious system
the organized church has a responsibility to keep belief grounded the role of the artist is
to be faithful falling forward into new spiritual worlds it is a symbiotic relationship
since one cannot function without the other the strength of the church is dependent on the
individual faith of the members and the expression of faith in falling forward or creating

art

spencer W kimball wrote spiritual learning takes precedent the secular
without the foundation of the spiritual is but foam upon the milk the fleeting shadow do
not be deceived one need not choose between the two yor
for there is opportunity to get
both simultaneously cited in haltern 125
71

84

to a faithful christian

what exactly are realitys dimensions and characteristics

determinant reality where god dwells or here on earth

Is

what is the immanent in daily

experience if not another construct that is representatiive of a higher reality

if the cinematic process can capture the deep presence of a higher reality in a way
that no other art form has ever come close to then there is the possibility that within filmic
constructs there may be
viewers

gods presence how would

such presence be discerned by

how would such presence be recorded or traced by collaborators in

wholly other as his presence
filmmaking
making what kind of art can capture an element of the whollyother
filemaking
film
emanates in the world around us

how is it best shared by film Is there a way to capture

the ineffable by either seeing more deeply into the unity and beauty of nature itself as

nages in
suggested by andre bazin and siegfried kracauer or by stylistically combining uimages
a way that reveal something of the ineffable

narrative
ative models is clearly as essential to a discussion of
secondly the nature of nann
naff active
cinematic transcendence as any other stylistic element earlier in this study 1I suggested that
classic hollywood narratives are based on dramatic structures originating with the greeks

how are these models different from the narrative models employed in biblical studies
auerbach boman alter and others have proposed that not only are the narrative models
mind set with a different relationship to
different but that they reflect and can shape a mindset

immanent and spiritual realities hebrew thought is described as being dynamic
dyn arnic while

greek thought is static

1172
72

how might this influence cinematic narrative models

in addition some study should be directed to the advantages and disadvantages of

interactive narratives it is clear that the experience that we have when we participate in

narratives as opposed to passively viewing them is very different since digital
technologies and the internet now provide the option to participate in constructing
72see thorleif
bomans hebrew thought compared with greek new york W
thorleifbomans
W norton and company 1960 27
85

aisher own story line
interactive games that allow for the viewer to choose or construct hisher
9
purposes
for
that
we
religious
narratives
the
construct
this
affect
might
how

A third area for future consideration is the relation between film auteurism and the

idea of a community of believers one of the challenges of the cinematic form specifically
its production process is that it requires a collaborative effort unlike most other art forms

which are executed individually cinematic forms require a collaboration of many different
skills

73

Truf
faut and andrew sarris over
in the 1950s a debate was initiated by francois truffault
truffaut

the concept of film auteurism

they argued that the greatest films were created by

individual directors whose work bear the marks of their unique genius despite
collaborative production teams and the hollywood studio system
1I

believe that true and faithful artistic expression cannot be reached unless the visual

artifact is a representation of a body of creative believers working in concert where the

simplest even weakestcontribution
weakest contribution is accepted as being as viable as the strongest Is it
possible for god to make our efforts whole if we are collectively one even if the process is
more difficult and the art work flawed

difference

could he then not step in and make up the

if that is true how does the model of auteurism relate to film Is god the true

author of all artistic work that is faithful and filled with his spirit

Is film one more means

of revealing gods truth to the world when it is overseen by the prophet seer and
revelator of this day

paul in corinthians 13 speaks of the body of christ and its members
it

how does that biblical analogy offer guidelines for further study of authoring
transcendent films

how is pauls body of christ analogy helpful in clarifying the

relationship between authorized church production and other forms of artisticreligious
artistic religious
expression

73the
the obvious exceptions here are group music performances and dramatic stage
presentations where a group execute a pre
existing composition or play some film critics
preexisting
and historians have argued that the film director serves not as conductor or stage director
but as an author of the cinematic work like the author of a book
86

A fourth area of further research is the connection between faith and belief in

martlands terms as described in an earlier section of this chapter as it applies to official
official projects that reflect anh LDS transcendent aesthetic
and un
unofficial

distinct functions for media in a belief system

there may be two

the organized church has a responsibility to

keep the body of the church theologically
theolooically in harmony with each other and with god but it
1

also is responsible for sustaining individuals in their spiritual growth how is the

considered in the
or can it even be consideredin
distinction between the faith and belief played out
outor
contemporary church

do artists working on institutional films need to adapt and adjust

themselves irrespective of their own individual gifts how will future LDS institutional
films support both faith and belief as presented by martland

how have previous LDS

institutional films balanced these two fundamental but paradoxical qualities

what is the

how will the individual artist use the

common ground where are the boundaries

moving image to present or recreate his personal witness about the real or spiritual
world

where are the boundaries between a faiths institutional messages and inspired

images of the individual artist

with the advent of digital technologies expanded access to distribution channels
will make available other less traditional narrative and episodic forms which may function

better for individual religious expression there are a variety of religious experiences

whether institutional or individual each requiring its own structures and styles digital
imaging and internet connections will put into the hands of almost every biln
filmmaker
unaker
filn
anaker the
tools for shaping and sharing artistic
religious expression
artisticreligious

an institutional film may use a

typical docu drama form while an individual film may function more at a confessional
level such technological developments as computer
assisted art home digital cameras and
computerassisted

editing tools and easy access to internet distribution provide new ways for every member
of the body to communicate with the community of believers

87

what role will individual artists and believers play in the new communication
world

BYU play Is seems clear this is not
what role will educational institutions like BYIJ

something that the church can do internally its primary mission is to push the work
foreword through missionary family history and gospel teaching what will be the role
of the individual artist
A fifth area for future related work is application of the paradigm of LDS cinematic

transcendent to other institutional films preliminary examination of how

rare a

pqssession
possession and mans
space
layered time
multilayered
timespace
mans search for happiness ssuggests a varied multi
reality and narrative that generates a certain kind of eternal metaphysical otherness

what would a history of transcendence in LDS filmmaking from windows of heaven to
the present reveal

what would close readings of such texts like the case study of legacy
luacy
leacy

suggest what other non LDS transcendental film texts beyond ozu dreyer bresson
and demille exist

mizoguchfs ugetsu
umetsu or even a
for example what can be learned from mizoguchis

par
nicular
ss
ticular attention should also be given to
hollywood product like peter weirs fearless
beark particular
feark
non fiction films since documentaries are often true and fictional narrative
nonfiction

simultaneously

another potentially fruitful area is consideration of how the knowledge generated
by film historians and theoreticians might be useful in understanding the spiritual impact of
film as a medium how can such information be made accessible and useful to

practitioners creating media as faithful latterday
latter day saints

in particular the work of sergei

eisenstein on montage and andre bazin on mise en scene as means of conveying and
restructuring reality could be useful

or what could

Verto vs
be learned from dziga vertovs

work where montage is employed not to replicate reality but to attack viewers

preconceptions

the area of spectator

or readerresponse
reader response also offers fruitful material for

understanding the underlying processes of film

88

one additional idea related to a community of believers returns
it may be the most important of all

us to grierson and

he was convinced that film could be mobilized

give image and perspective to the national and international scene

grierson 185

to

his

efforts in britain and at the national film board of canada is an interesting model for what

might be possible within the LDS filmmaking community grierson was committed to the
idea that the cinematic medium could be used for civic and educational improvement and to
do this he was continually organizing small film units to facilitate this effort Is this

something that should exist within the LDS filmmaking community

where are we

nurturing each other where is the place that LDS filmmakers meet to challenge

perspectives test new ideas and organize efforts

summary
1I

think it is fair to argue that LDS theologys ultimate purpose is to bring a believer

into the presence of the divine

this is not dissimilar to schraders definition of the

purpose of the transcendental film style he identifies

to accept schraders argument

and

heims for that matter you must essentially dismiss most contemporary
bettelheims
bruno Bettel
religious belief and practice schraders illustration of this dilemma is very clear

the

transcendental style takes him as he puts it down the aisle of the church and then beyond
it

us in nature in the revealed
but is it not in fact true that the transcendent is all about usin

word in artistic efforts and most evident in the faces of others

obviously film however

scend
scendent
scandent
tran
transcendent
ent will not replace LDS theology and ritual

to dismiss or ignore the fact that there is an intimate relationship between religious
belief and a cinematic aesthetic is to entirely miss the point in things spiritual either you
take seriously your religious belief or entirely ignore it

to ignore it puts you in a place of

compromise where everything and anything is at play in your cinematic choices

to take it

seriously forces you to take a far more discriminating position in terms of underlying

89

structural and stylistic choices

with

the real question is whether your art is in competition

your belief and faith or at their service

are we clear about the role of filmmaker
film maker in the LDS framework
institutionally and individually

Is art a handmaiden to something higher or have we been

art is not an end but a means to give it a role as an

in
injecting our own insecurities
securities
in

both

end

itself is to assume that artistic efforts can replace the transcendent in the lives of those

around us as schrader does

1I

believe it is slightly naive to assume that the emotional

rush created through a cinematic moment is of god

might require more of us
transcendent
transcendenm4ht

1I

we may find that contact with the

assume that the holy spirit is not magically or

mystically called to our presence by a nifty camera move or edit but 1I believe that the

means and film can be one of them
spirit can work upon us through many meansand

it is clear though that we cannot put new wine into old bottles if LDS
filmmaking is true to its theology it must not be too imitative of hollywood narrative
time and effort to discover structural and stylistic
models those involved must spend the dime
elements that are compatible with the projects purpose and an underlying intent or
conviction or theology

this is essentially schraders complaint against the hollywood

religious epic it attempts to represent spiritual reality as though it is real without taking
account of the fact that cinemas truer shaping powers lie more deeply than visual or
musical effects if we cannot commit ourselves to cinemas deeper phenomenological

powers we surrender to superficial entertaini
entertains
entertainment
nent and to superficial spirituality that simply
entertains as opposed to helping us to discover our true selves

74

this means no

commitment to filmmaking as religious art form it is a public relations effort only and the
bigger the better

740r as arthur king says people want not to be disturbed not to be made
vigilant they want to be soothed to see in whatever they read the mirror of their rosy
selves arthur king poetry as art BYU moral studies group report nd 18
19
1819
90

in saying this 1I make no categorical judgments about what when where and how

the LDS church might make use of the moving image

1I

think it is clear from the preceding

discussion that legacy has a place and purpose in the churchs mission legacy may not
consistently tap into the deepest aesthetic waters

75

but it does break fresh ground by

revealing elements in which a LDS filmmaking style can begin to take root
u naking
filn
are we formulating principles that can guide our biln
filmmaking
baking efforts to reflect our

particular perspective on divinity and lifes purpose do we clearly understand that
cinematic structures and stylistic forms represent a theological world view

we cannot be

naive about the power of this new medium LDS filmmakers must resist the temptation to

imitate classic hollywood forms or any other form that is not reflective of gospel truths

it may not only be content that is irreligious
how

the question is not an issue of

what but

how to create images that reveal the presence of a transcendent spiritual reality

manifesting itself within the experiential world

this is much more than entertainment and

less than temple ritual but it certainly challenges conceptions about the relationship

between the sacred and the profane

myths

we need to free ourselves from our own cultural

we must do more than simply mimic secular percept
i ons we must understand
perceptions

that great potential comes from collaborative efforts that fall forward leaning upon the
arm of the lord

and in nothing doth man offend god or against none is his wrath

kindled save those who confess not his hand in all things

d&c 5921
dac

film maker must assume more responsibility
the contemporary LDS filmmaker
forms and shapes that best allow the working of a spiritual reality

to discover the

he must learn the

must be cautious here because this may in fact not have been the desire of the
church or the films director you could easily argue that the church has strong
convictions about where representational media leave off and spiritual matters begin for
example representing spiritual scenes in front of the camera might be considered
throwing pearls before swine and yet there are scenes within legacy that are clear
attempts to represent deeply moving moments in which believers are healed or believe
themselves to be in contact with a holy transcendent reality
75
751
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underlying processes of motion picture technology and work harder at identifying and
stic elements which share in some hollywood traits but may diverge
stylistic
styli
developing styll

dramatically in acquiring a style that is truly compatible with our theology

one limitation of this study is that space did not allow me to extend the analysis to
film
flimmakers rendering legacy the only case study
filmmakers
other LDS films and fili
nmakers

1I

am confident

additional analysis will reveal other issues that could help determine better ways to reveal
our unique religious experience

1I

believe 1I have been fair in central criticisms of legacy

it is too much the product of the traditional hollywood religious epic yet it somehow
reveals unique traits that might be valuable for other filmmakers
filmmakers

salvation does not lie in abstraction but must be found within a transcendent
physical reality

this distinction lies at the heart of any attempt to create an LDS cinematic

style that reveals spiritual ideas and yet is compatible with theology

the search for the

divine must not take us out of reality but seek to represent a divinity that finds a place
within temporal reality itself

the cinematic art form has no more access to the

divine

than any other art form because it has greater access to the immediacy of the real world
the incarnated world which from an LDS perspective is both material and spiritual when
technical skills become matched with divine inspiration a transcendent cinematic style will

emerge
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ABSTRACT

this project is an effort to establish a paradigm for reading and tracing transcendence

in

film art and film propaganda it addresses the intersection of aesthetic and spiritual planes
which is supported by a long and complex tradition of art within religious worship the
study selects a single film as a microcosm of larger issues of cinematic representation and
spirituality in particular the theology of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
mormons
cormons
Mor mons it makes a formalistic comparison of structural and and stylistic elements
iong fon
long
formn narrative legacy 1994 with the classic hollywood
between a mormon longform
narrative on the one hand and paul schraders transcendental style on the other the goal
bete ween film and spirituality especially
of the study is to clarify the relationship beteween
transcendence in particular its aim is to develop a model which may be useful for
assessing and producing mormon film institutionally as well as otherwise
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